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THE COASTAL AREA WHICH HE SO
LONG SERVED PAID FINAL TRIBUTE
TO JOHN M. RICHARDSON MONDAY

0
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Simple, impressive funeral rites president of the First National
Bank of Rockland; Bruce J. Kin
ney. superintendent of schools;
Albert E. MacPhail, president of
the Chamber of Commerce; Sid
ney L. Cullen and Jesse E. BradRev. Canon Ernest O. Kenyon at street of the newspaper staff.
Interment was in the family lot
St. Peter’s Episcopal Church.
Beautiful floral pieces and cut at Achoin Cemetery.

before the altar,

ledges

and

in

on
the

The Consumers Water Company
will take over active management
of the Camden & Rockland Water
Company Thursday to mark the
first change in ownership of the
company since its formation and
purchase of the old Rockland Wa
ter Company in 1895.

Over the weekend, many tele
grams and letters of sympathy
were received by the family. In
cluded was that of Governor Clin
ton A. Clauson. "My deepest sym
pathy to you upon the death of
John for whom I have held th
greatest respect. He was a rea.
Maine man and Maine will mb’s
him."

the window
rear of the

church. It was a beautiful ex
pression of the esteem in which
he was held by the people of the
area which his newspaper served.
The church was filled with peo
ple from all walks of life, all of

Front Senator Margaret Chase
whom came in contact with him Smith
in Washington.
"I
am
O over the years in his work. City, shocked and grieved at the pass
ing of my good friend John Rich
state, county and national figure®
ardson. Maine has lost one of its
were included in the congregation outstanding citizens.
My deepest
which participated in the rites and sympathy."
From former governor and sen
listened to the eulogy delivered by
ator Frederick G. Payne, ad
Canon Kenyon.
dressed to Mr. Richardson’s son.
Included was the staff of th**
Gordon Richardson.
‘Mrs. Payne
newspaper and
their families, and I extend our deepest sympathy
business
associates
of
many in the great loss your mother and
years; those who over the yeais you have suffered.
John was a
served with him in many civic wonderful person, an outstanding
projects, and representatives of citizen and public servant. He was
the staffs of other newspapers.
my close personal fniend and his
Merchants of the city closed memory will always be cherished
their stores for a 15 minute per by me, along with hundreds like
iod during the services as a tri me.
Our area, state and nation
bute to the man with whom their have lost a great citizen and per
business lives had been closely son dedicated to the highest ob
interwoven over a span of three jectives of his journalistic profes
• and one half decades.
sion."
Serving as bearers were em
Senator Edmund S. Muskie sent
ployees of The Courier-Gazette: the following message addressed to
Kenneth Morang. Kenneth Orcutt, Mrs. Richardson. "I learned with
Shirley Barbour, Theodore Svi- sorrow today of the passing of
vester, Sr.. Gordon Wotton and your husband.
His loss will be
George Heath, all of whom worked deeply felt, not only by his fam
many years with Mr. Richardson. ily and neighbors, but by all of
The honorary bearers were: us who respected him for his hon
Allan F. MacAlary, superinten esty. independence and courage as
dent of the Camden & Rockland an editor who said what he be
Water Co.; Joseph W. Robinson, lieved."

Photo by Shear
Shown in the picture arc the officer!* of the Town

DRAGON PLANT QUARRY AT WORK
,
MONDAY; KILNS TO BE FIRED AND
FULL OPERATION SET FOR APRIL 1
James F. McCamant. superin
The quarry department resumed
tendent of the Dragon Cement full operations Monday, with the
Company
in
Thomaston.
an raw grind department expected to
start Friday and the kiln section.
nounced that partial plant opera
March 30 and 31.
McCamant
tions were staited Monday morn noted that this will put the plant
ing following a shutdown of two in full operation on April 1. as
scheduled.
months.
The plant was closed Feb. 1 due
to a high cement clinker inven
ASSESSORS’ NOTICE
TOWN OF OWLS HEAD
tory. Clinker is a diamond ha id
The Assessors will be in session pellet which is ground into fine
at the Central School, April 1, 1959, powder to make cement.
at 7 p. in. for the purpose of re
The plant however had main
vising a list of the polls and es
tates taxable in said municipality. tained a partial staff of about 100
men during the shutdown for
Signed,
maintenance and disposing of the
FRANCIS DYER,
supply of clinker on hand. About
DONALD WILEY,
FALL SEAVEY.
250 people are employed at the
Selectmen.
plant during full operations.

MAKE EASTER REALLY SPECIAL

Dine At the

|
!
i

KNOX HOTEL
FEATURING SWIFT'S DELIGHTFUL PEANUT HAM

ALSO OTHER DELICIOUS ENTREES
SERVING FROM 12 - S

FOR RESERVATIONS TEL. THOMASTON 54

BOYS'

Easter Clothes
AT

Moderator Fred Ludwiek.

Archie W. Lenfest was named covering the salaries of the liselectman for th** 22nd year dur brarians.
Several citizens noted at the
ing the four hour Washington town
town meeting that the children premeeting Saturday night at the sently must walk the approximatetown hall in Razor ville He is also lv half a mile from the grade
fire warden of the town.
school to the present library in the
The other two members of the village.
Board of Selectmen are Charles
The town's share of contributing
C. Chase and Philip Peabody. Mrs. to the support of Knox County GenLeta Tibbetts was re-elected to the eral Hospital failed to win passage
dual posts of town clerk and tax for the second consecutive year.
collector. She also serves as li This
year, the selectmen had
brarian of the Public Library.
recommended $195 foi this pur
The only contest for town office pose.
was for the thiee year term on the
The Selectmen were authorized
School Committee where William to acquire by gift or purchase a
Spell was unsuccessful in his at- right of way leading to Crystal and
tempt to unseat Mrs. Evelyn Side Medomak Lakes.
Presently, the
linger from the position. Other only way to reach these lakes are
town officials include: William B. through private property.
The
Hewett, tax collector; Edward sum of $500 was raised for the purWeaver, road commissioner; Mrs.
Amy Chase, library trustee; and
John L. Carroll, constable.
Twenty-Six From
The total appropriation of $33,551
represents $5,400 increase over the Coast On Dean's
1958 budget of $28,151. Selectman
Lenfest noted that this will prob List At University
ably mean 12 mil increase in taxes
Twenty six students received all
this year.
With Fred Ludwig as moderator, A grades and 737 were named to
the townspeople voted to raise the Dean's List for marks which
$19,850 for administration, main they received during the fall se
tenance and expenses in the school mester at the University of Mabie,
department. The school appropri according to an announcement
ation. which was the largest one issued today by the universitv. In
in the total budget, represents an order to be named to the Dean's
increase of $2,850 over last year. List a student must receive an
Superintendent of Schools Lewis average grade of B or better.
Gray explained that the additional
Those from the Knox County
money will be used for increased area named to the Dean’s List
teachers’ salaries and tuition costs. were as follows:
The citizens voted to take $3,700
Camden: Robert E. Rowe, Dean
from the excise tax and raise $900 R. Mayhew, Richard D. Ziegler.
for the repair of roads and bridges Richard A. Nash. John C. Pitman.
and for the purchase of brush Paul B. Putnam. Robert E. Cain,
spraying equipment. This amount Jr.. Elizabeth S. Ames.
is $400 higher than the recommenEast Union: Joyce E. Torrey.
da tion submitted by the Board of
Friendship: Joyce T. Hodgman.
Selectmen.
Hope: Harville E. Hobbs
Article 14 dealing with raising
Rockland: Joan D. Alexander.
$3,000 and using the balance of the Frederick C. Wilbur. Joan M.
state tax. which will be $1,200 for Scarlott, Arthur N. Lawrence. Da
the relief of dependents was ap vid E. Deshon. Jan E. Adlmann.
proved. The town used $5,360 for Peter L. Haynes. Robert H. Kelthe same purpose in 1958. Added wick.
to this motion was a recommenda
Rockport: Shirlene M. Heath.
tion that the selectmen use every, Alice L. Lane.
means possible to secure employ-! Thomaston: Tobev L. Messer.
ment for people who receive bene-.
Union: Sandra J. Burke.
fits.
Vinalhaven: Edward F Dyer,
The sum of $300 was voted to be Douglas A. Hall.
added to the various library funds
Warren: Gail A. Chicoine.
for the purpose of constructing a
library next to the Prescott Me
Slow down and live, the life you
morial Grade School and for the jave mav be your own.

GREGORYS

NOTICE TO THE PUBLIC

BOYS' SUITS

Sizes 6-12
Sizes 13-20

$10.95, $13.95
$13.95 te $27.95

BY

BOYS' SPORT COATS

Sizes 6-12
Sizes 13-20

CONSUMERS WATER COMPANY

$11.95, $13.95
$14.95 te $18.95

BOYS' SLACKS

$3.95 te 57.95
Sizes 6-12
$4.95 te $9.95
Sizes 13-20
BOYS' DRESS SHIRTS
Broadcloth
$1.95, 52.95
$2.95, 53.95
Oxford Cloth
$3.95
White, Wash 'n' Wear
BOYS' TOPCOATS
Tweeds, Gabs
$12.95 to $22.50
BOYS' FELT HATS
$2.25
BOYS' SHOES
$1.95, $10.95
SOCKS - TIES - BELTS - UNDERWEAR

A

of Washington following their election Saturday

Town llall in ltazorville.
Seated are Hrs. I.eta H. Tibbetts, town clerk anil treasurer, left,
and )lr*. Evelyn Sidelinger, school committee niciiili -r, right.
Standing from left to right are: Selectmen
li ght at the

Philip Peabody , ( harlot Chase and Archie l.enfest and

UH'1-’*

416 MAIN

TELEPHONE

STREET

294

CLONED WEDNESDAYS AFTEB MAS P. M.

The officers of Consumers Water Company, which
recently obtained the majority stock interest in the Cam
den and Rockland Water Company, desire to correct the
mis-statement which appeared in the news item relative
thereto as published by the Portland Press Herald in its
March 21, 1959 issue, with special attention to the refer
ence therein relative to ownership of its stock by the
General Waterworks Company, so that any misapprehen
sion on the part of citizens of this community and local
shareholders may be removed.
j

The Consumers Water Company and the General
Waterworks Company are not, nor have they been, asso
ciated together in any way, and now each company does
not own any stock in the other. Although prior to
November 1958 General Waterworks did own the per
centage of stock of the Consumers Water Company as
listed in the news item, nevertheless last November the
Consumers Water Company purchased all the shares so
that General Waterworks would have no further interest
in its business.

chase.
Articles 31 and 32 dealing with
Pine Blister control and Dutch Elm
Disease control failed to win approval.
However several articles concerning regional planning which
did not pass last year were approved Saturday night. The sum
of $125 was also appropriated for
the town's support of a Regional
Planning Commission.
Major items in the appropriation
include: $1,750. snow removal;
$500, Volunteer Fire Department;
$1,066, State Aid Road Constric
tion; $1,000. special resolve road
maintenance; $600. school repairs.
The sum of $200. health clinics;
$1,770. payment on loan and inter
est to Depositors Trust Company;
and $500. Hot Lunch Program.

I

The sale of the firm which
serves Camden. Rockport, Rock
land. Thomaston and a portion of
Owls Head came on the eve of
the due date of a $935,000 bond
issue which the Camden & Rock
land Water Company owners ha 1
previously announced they could
not meet.
The bonds had been held for
nearly 20 years by the John Han
cock Mutual Life Insurance Com
pany. They were sold to General
Waterworks Company of Philadel
phia. which served notice on the
local utility firm that they would
take over management on default
of the bonds April 1.
Efforts of the Camden Zfe Rock
land Water Company officials to
meet the bonds through a tem
porary bank loan included a bid
to the Public Utilities Commission
for a 76.8 per cent increase in
rates.
Officials of ihe five communi
ties involved agreed to a 53 per
cent increase in a special meet
ing last week. Water Company
officials returned to the Public
Utilities
Commission and
re
ceived permission to put that rate
into effect at once.
The sale of the firm to Consu
mers Water Company followed al
most immediately with final ar
rangements being made at the
office of the PUC in Augusta
Thursday afternoon.
The sale was announced to the
public Saturday morning.
Through an error, a state news
paper reported that the Consum
ers Water Company was owned in
part by the General Waterworks
Company.
Alfred Strout, local
legal
representative
of
Con
sumers Water Company, states in
an advertisement elsewhere in this

edition that this is not the ease.
Ke reports that Consumers is an
independent company
*u’ith
no
connection with General Waterworks.
At the time the sale was an
nounced. it was revealed that a
majority of the common stock of
the Water Company hnd been
purchased by Consumers’Also
that all other stockholders of the
company would have an opportun
ity to sell their holdings in the
company to Consumers until May
15 at the price paid those who sold
theirs in the original transfer.
Par value of the common stock
is $100.
The Public Utilities Commis
sion records of the 10 largest
stockholders in the Carnden &
Rockland Water Company show
the following stockholders and the
amounts of common and preferred
stock held as of Dec. 31. 1958:
Adelaide C. Bird. Rockland. 703
Common Shares. 29 preferred
Shares.
Charles H. Berry. Rockland
656 Common Shares.
Alan L. Bird, Rockland.
500
Shares. 10 Preferred Shares.
Rockland Cemetery Association
Rockland. 160 Common Shares
132 Preferred Shares.
Edith C. Bird. Rockland.
149
Common Shares.
30
preferred
Shares.
Mrs. Dorothy N. Payson- Scar
borough, 150 Common Shares.
Harold S. Corthell. Camden. 109
Common Shares. 31
preferred
Sha res.
Fred C Black. Rockland. 103
Common Shares.
Richard O. Elliot. Thomaston.
81 Common Shares, 20 Preferred
Shares.
Alfred W. Haskell. Gorham. 100
Common Shares.
Directors
were: Charles
II.
Berry. Rockland; Fred C. Black.
Rockland; Alan L. Bird. Rock
land: Henry B. Bird. Rockland;
Theodore S. Bird. Rockland’. Ken
nedy Crane. Jr.. Rockland; Rich
ard O. Elliot. Thomaston; fJdwaid

Costs Go Down In Vinalhaven;
Voters Accept School District And
Re-Elect Veteran Town Officers
Town

Two men. who have long rec
ords of continuous service to the
Town of Vinalhaven. were re
elected to their respective offices
Monday during the five hour town

which has been unattended for one
yea r.

Another section of this new or
dinance limits the speed in the
harbor inside a line from Powder
House Island to Norton's Point to
meeting.
five knots for all types of craft.
Leon W. Sanborn was named Violation of any part of this or
for his 33rd year as town treas- dinance is punishable by a fine
of $10
uier and A. Everett Libby, his 19th
Another new ordinance was also
year as town clerk
passed which is concerned with the
A budget of $87,621, which rep
health and sanitation laws as they
resents a decrease of $1,700 from
pertain to the Town of Vinalhaven.
1958. was voted by the people for
Violation of this ordinance can
1959.
mean a fine of $25. for each of
With Murray Hopkins as moder
fense.
ator. Harold Haskell and Robert
The School Department appro
E. Tolman were re-elected to the
Board of Selectmen, along with priation of $38,893. is an increase
a new member. Alton F. Oakes. of $4,069 over the 1958 amount of
$34,824.
Jr.
Article 27 dealing with approv
Others elected included: Leon
ard Skoog.
school committee; ing the act incorporating the Town
Mrs. Josephine Clayter. collector of Vinalhaven into an administra
of taxes; Luther Butler, trustee of tive school district was approved
the
Vinalhaven
Port District; hv a 95 to 0 vote. The five direc
Frank Osgood, harbor master; tors for the district will be elected
Andrew Gilchrest. road commis at a special meeting.
In the matter of snow removal,
sioner; Mrs. Ann Carver, trustee
on the board of Islands Commun the citizens voted the sum of $3,000
ity Medical Services; Lester Pen for clearing roads of snow, but
dleton. constable; and Richard failed to pass the article calling for
snow removal on sidewalks. The
Healey. Fire Department chief.
The townspeople voted to accept $3,000 amount is $2,000 more than
Article 77 which pertains to estab the recommendation of the budget
lishing harbor ordinances. This committee.
The purchase of a new 1.000 gal
section calls for the elimination of
any boat, vessel, hulk or raft left lon tank truck for the Fire De
on the shores of the town and partment was approved. The total
cost of the new unit. $11 000 will b«
paid over a period of five years,
with the initial payment of $2,200
EXPERT INSTALLATION
to be raised this year. Article 46.
«(
which was also passed, set the rate
of $1.50 per hour which the town
Inlaid Linoleum
will pay firemen at fires and prac

Soft Carpeting • Floor Tile
and Church Wall Tile

• Expert MeehunieK
Free Estimates - Easy Terms
• VENETIAN BLINDS
• WINDOM SHADES

MEREDITH FURNITURE CO.
PHONE 1425

KOCKI.AND
12-T-tf

Volume 114, Number 36

New Owners Take Over Operation
Of Water Co. Thursday; Offer
Made To Buy Stock From Holders

Washington Voted Budget Increase Saturday

were conducted at 2 o’clock Mon
day afternoon for John Mitchell
Richardson, publisher and editor
of The Courier-Gazette, by th?

flower arrangements were banked

$7 60 per year
$3.76 six months

Tuesday
Issue'

municipal planning failed to win
approval.
Major appropriations included:
$2,500. install fire escapes ut the
Washington School; $1,500. Moth
ers' Aid and Aid to Dependent
Children;
$6,000,
roads
and
bridges; $6,000. tarring of roads.
$1,200. State Aid Road Construc
tion.
The sum of $1,500. administra
tive expenses; $3,000. physician's
subsidy; $250. fund for a replace
ment physician during Dr. Ralph
Earle’s vacation; $2,500. hydrant
service; $2,100. street lighting;
$1,125. Public
Health
Nursing
Service; $303. Knox County Gen
eral Hospital; and $500. improve
ment of cemeteries.

Municipal Court

WITH

The plans for the sixth annual

Kiwanis Club sponsored Better
Homes Show at the Community

Building April 6 and 7 are practi
cally completed under the co
chairmanship of Francis Orne and
Charles Foote. Sr.
One thousand dollars worth of
merchandize prizes are to be of

fered in the two day event.
Among the exhibits will be an
ultra supersonic
range which
cooks food in an unbelievably
short time.
Darrell Dunton is chairman of
arrangements for the supper to
be served at 6 p. m. April 6 at the
Community Building with all 11
i Kiwanis Clubs
of Division 9,
Dovei-Foxci oft to Rockland, in
vited.
The program book in charge of
Robert
Hanscom
and
Robert
Daniels is being distributed.
Entertainment is planned for the
afternoons and evenings of the
event.
worth, collided with another car,
operated by Mrs. Eleanor Bick
ford. at the junction of Pleasant
street .and Broadway early Sunday
morning.
Both cars were de
molished and the passengers were
treated at Knox Hospital for con
tusions and abrasions.

*

♦

*

The Court Recorder suspended
the driver's license of James M.
Packard. 16. of Washington and
levied a fine of $15 after finding
him guilty of speeding 75 miles
an hour in a 55 mile zone on
(Continued on Page Three)

BREWSTER
FLOWER SHOP
Easter Lilies

* « *

Roswell Eaton. 71. of Rockport
paid a fine of $15 after pleading
guilty to speeding 65 miles an
hour in a 50 mile zone on Route 1
in Rockport March 22. State Po
lice lodged the complaint.
• ♦ »

EASTER

ANNOUNCES HIS ASSOCIATESHIP IN DENTISTRY

Kiwanians Set
For Best Better
Homes Show

In
Municipal
Court
Monday
morning. John C. Peterson. 44. of
Rockland entered a plea of guilty :: HANTS AND CUT FLOWEIS
to operating a vehicle with inade
• • •
quate brakes in St. George March
DELIVERY SERVICE
17.
He was fined $10 on the
TEL. 22M-W; I
complaint which was lodged by ' •«» MAIN ST.
36’lt
State Police.

Mrs. Almeda E. Wadsworth- 30.
of 95 New County road. Rockland,
was arraigned on a charge of fail
ing to yield the right of way. She
pleaded nolo and was found guilty.
Court Recorder Domenic Cuccinello levied a fine of $25.
tice.
Rockiand Police noted that the
A committee of five was appoint vehicle, driven bv Mrs. Wadsed to investigate the costs of con
structing a new fire hall.
Th»
date of accepting this report was
set at May 18 for a special town
meeting.
Ai tides pertaining to regional
planning. Knox County Industrial
and Development Association and

BRUCE G. STRATTON, D.M.D.

R. Ladd. Rockland; Earle C. Pit
man. Camden; Vernon F. West.
Portland; Samuel W. Collins. Jr.,
Rockland, clerk.
The Town of Thomaston also
had heavy holdings in preferred
shares. Included were 63 shares
by the Thomaston Cemetery As
sociation. valued at $6,170. The
Thomaston
Library
Fund.
22
shares with a
book value of
$2,266. and the Mary Campbell
Fund of 10 shares at $l.€30.
Consumers officials have said
that the present staff of the Cam
den & Rockland Water Company
will be retained.
The effect the sale will have on
a bill in Legislature which would
form the Knox County Water
District is not known. The bill
has had public hearing and will
probably be enacted in the com
ing weeks.
Under its terms, the five com
munities served by the Camden
& Rockland Water Company could
buy the company; establish the
Knox County Water District and
operate it through representatives
named by town and citv officials.

Films Developed
KM.AR4.KD
h\ «H M!»<> PRINTS
IN AI.BI MS
IT KXF. .73 — 1« KXF. I.M
TG KXF. 1.73 —
KXF. T.M
k 01)1 COLOR l>KVKI.<>PIN<i
ALL ROLIS MW- EACH
OtKKMZK PRINTS :<*r EACH
»r\|1 FOR PKI4E IJ*T FOR
KKTMHKOMK — ANS4H HKOWK
KOII14 II ROME
KKMIT WITH COIN OR CHKCK

8

DELUX PHOTO SERVICE
BOX 314

KIR HARBOR. ME.
1.10-tf

CANDY
BASKETS
NOVELTIES

Big Selection------ Small Prices
SHOP NOW WHILE STOCK IS COMPLETE

RUPERT L STRATTON, DJDLD.
AT

420 MAIN STREET
Office llnunt
8:M A. M. - 5:90 P. M.
By Appointment

ROCKLAND. MAINE
Telephone
•ll-M
35-tf

ASTON’S 5 & 10
MAIN STREET

ROCKIAND
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Warren Wirs Medomak Valley Play Contest

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

NORTH HAVEN

Editor and Publisher, John M. Richardson
Three Times a Week
The Limerock Gazette was established in 1846. In 1874
The Courier was established and consolidated with the
Gazette in 1882. The Free Press was established in 1855,
and in 1891 changed its name to the Tribune. These papers
consolidated March 17, 1897.
Subscriptions $7.50 per year, payable in advance. Single
copies 10c. Circulation 5362.

ETTA F. BEVERAGE
Correspondent
Telephone 16-4

EDITORIAL
JOHN MITCHELL RICHARDSON

Photo by Shear j

In the picture are Howard Wiley and Sandra Leino, who were awarded the best actor and best
actress plaques following the Medomak Valley League One Act Plav Contest Friday night in Union, along
with Mrs. Grace Wyllie. the director of the winning Warren High School production.
For
the
second
consecutive Joyce Farmer . Charles Crockett
year, Warren High School won the Norma Heath and Richard Sa minen.
The
co-directors were
Medomak Valley League One Act
Miss Eunice Winslow and Miss
Play Contest at Thompson Me Dorothy Grabowski.
morial in Union Friday night.
“An Antic Spring” was the Ap
Two members of the Warren pleton High School presentation
production of “Senor Freedom” and was directed by Principal
Ernest Ratten. The members ot
also won the top individual acting
the cast included: Donald Collins,
awards of the contest.
Howard Judith
Esancy,
Ann
Demuth.
Wiley, son of Mr. and Mrs. Lind Arnold Fish. Jenness Gushee and
ley Wiley, received the plaque for Feme Maddock.
the best actor and Sandra Leino,
St. George High School featured
whose guardians are Mr.
and “The Happy Journey to Camden
Mrs. Wesley Greene, was chosen and Trenton”, with Warren Love
as the best actress.
less as director. Playing in the
The play, which was directed production were: Larry Anderson.
by Mrs. Grace Wyllie. also fea Donna
Makinen.
Brian Cook.
tured Judy Dillaway, Keith Hel Daphne Wall, Tim Holmes and
mer and Dorcas Jones.
Lea Gregory.
The Rockport High School pro
“The Bridal Bouquet”, directed
duction of “Icebound” featured by Edwin Black was the Union
Ju ..th Young. Barbara
Smith, High
School
presentation.
I;
Janice Small, Donald Hamalainen, featured Carolyn Spear, Sharon
Brenda
Spear.
Richard
Sims, Spcrl, Sandia
Calderwood and

UNION
MRS. FLORENCE CALDERWOOD
Correspondent
Tel. STate 5-2333
Extension members meet Thurs
day evening at 7 30 p. m. at the
home of Mrs. Aini Brooks.
Miss
Gene West, home demonstration
agent, will present as her subject,
“Let's Plan Three Meals A Day”.

Seven Tree Grange will hold Past
Masters’ Night Wednesday evening.

Neighboring Granges are invited. party will be given in afternoon.
Mrs Robert Linscott and Mrs.
The program wall include slides on
Arnold Danforth attended the Knox
Alaska.
County Cancer committee meeting,
Seven Tiee Grange Circle mem
held in Thomaston. Mrs. Linscott
bers with 13 present met with Mrs. is chairman for the town of Union.,
Edith Bowes for a day session on The drive will be held in Apnil and'
Wednesday.
Discussion of future the following are solicitors for this ;
meetings and some work was com community: Mrs. Miles Cramer,
pleted.
The hostess was happily Mrs. Stephen Kirkpatrick. Mrs.
surprised with a gift from the Vernon Ripley. Mrs. Berl Nesbit,
group honoring her birthday. The Mrs. Joe Eckert. Mrs. Gilbert,
next meeting of the group will be Doughty. Mrs. Ralph Starrett. Mrs.'
held Wednesday. April 1. at Seven Ernest Nute, Mrs. Kenneth Blake,
Tree Grange Hall. Quilts will be Mrs. Clifton Durkec, Mrs. Arnold
tacked and a dinner served at noon. Danforth. Mis. Basil Biown, Mrs.!
Members are to invite guests and a Norman Brown, Mrs. Ralph Jones,'
Mrs.
Harold Wentworth,
Mrs.
Dwight
Howard.
Mrs.
Robert
Clark. Mrs. Robert Linscott. Mrs.
John Moody, Jr., and Mrs. Arthur
Kennedy.

Parrot

Poll
SHOES FOR

y

Roy Gould.
Bristol High School presented
“Three On A Bench”. The east
included: Carol Wallace, Robert
Tibbetts. Patricia Higgins and
Harold Wiggins, with Mrs. Gladys
Lewis as director.
On the arrangement committee
were Principal Ernest Ratten of
Appleton High School, Mrs. Ber
nice Robbins of Union High School
and Mrs. Gladys Lewis of Bristol
High School.
The stage manager was William
Hastings: the stage crew, Craig
Leonard and David Simmons. In
charge of properties was Craig
Walker, while Juanita Hunt and
Norma Bennett were responsible
for the programs. The St. George
High School Band, directed by
Vere B. Crockett, rendered sev
eral pieces between the acts.
The judges were Albert E. Wey
mouth. Jr., Wesley Patterson and
Donald Mortland.

We of The Courier-Gazette staff who are left to
carry on the traditions of the newspaper in its service
to the people of the Coastal Area do so with a great sense
of personal loss in the death of our editor and publisher,
John Mitchell Richardson.
John's guidance in making The Courier-Gazette a
better newspaper from issue to issue over a span of three
and one-half decades will long be remembered. The
principles he laid down for the publishing of a country
newspaper which would serve all of the people all of the
time will long be followed by those who take up his
responsibilities.
Long service is a pattern at The Courier-Gazette.
There are men with years of service equal to John's.
Twenty years in the office is not uncommon and those
with a decade or more are many.
We consider ourselves fortunate to have been with
him all the years of our service. Our only regret is that
the most pleasant association of employer and employee
could not have continued down through the years ahead.
TO THE MEMORY OE JOHN M. RICHARDSON.
EDITOR, GENTLEMAN AND HUMANITARIAN

Hi> pen lies idle
and his btMik is closed:
1 he last page signed
and "Finis” written there,
W ith anchor weighed
his ship of life sailed forth
Beyond the sunset
to a land more fair.
And sadly missed
will he the kindly man
W ho firmly believed
in right and liberty
1 he power of truth
the dignity of man
In charity,
and all humanity.
And though his voire is stilled
his words live on
And garnered memories
of another day
To echo down
the corridor of time;
He has not gone
but only just away.
Rose B. Hupper.
There" were eight members and
one visitor present and on the din
ner committee were Anna Luce,
Chloe Roy and Alice Robbins.
The next Extension meeting wall
be held April 16 at the home of
Mrs. Nettie Grinnell and the topic
will be “Let’s Plan Three Meals
A Day” with Gladys Linscott and
Ruby Hannan on the dinner com

mittee.
The twice postponed “Know Your
Neighbor” training class will be
held at the Farnsworth Museum tin
Rockland Friday, April 3, at 1.30
p. m. weather permitting.

WASHINGTON
Mi. and Mis. Edward Ludwig
and family were in Augusta Wed
nesday on business.
With them
were Mrs. Ludwig's mother, Mrs.
Arthui Turner, and Mrs. Alice Rob
bins.
Sunday guests of George Finley’s
were Mr. and Mrs. M. A. Witham,
their daughter, Mrs. Thelma Kel
ley, and grandson. Joe Kelley, all
of Pittson, and Mr. and Mrs. Erroll Downer and daughter Gerald
ine of Chelsea.
Mrs. Florence Poweli of South
Liberty, who is spending the win
ter in Burkt ttville was a Sunday
dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Merle Robbins at the village.

BOYS AND GIRLS

SHU-LOCK

Extension Group Met
The Extension Group met Thurs
day. March 19. with Mrs. Alice
Robbins at the village for an all
day nit eting. After a short busi
ness meeting in charge of the
chairman. Mrs. Gladys Linscott.
Mrs. Dorothy Childs of Rockland
conducted the remainder of the
meeting and her subject was “Ac
cessories Foi You”. She substitu
ted for Mrs. Marjorie Ludwig who
was unable to attend the training
class.

The Ever Popular SHU-LOCK in Shining Black Leather.
We Carry
Children's Shoes from $3.99 up
In Widths A to EE

FREE POLL • PARROT GIFT SHOE
With Each Pair of Poll-Parrot Shoes

GO

Shocked by higher '59 ^^Big Car Pricet?

Rambler '59
more than ever!

■aaciTGa

Cushing
LAWRESTON C. CRUTE
Correspondent
Telephone 887-3
Mrs. Helen Hahn has emplovment with Mr. and Mrs. Merle
James.

Brownie News
The supper on the evenin
of
town meeting was a huge success.
The aprpoximate $60 net will be
used for the purchase of uniforms.
Thanks are extended to all who
contributed food and time in preparation for the meal.
Last week’s meeting was heid
at Mr. Aiken’s, at which an outdoor flag ceremony was held, The
girls are making tree identifica
tion boards, many of which have
been completed.
Tuesday’s meeting was held at
Mrs. Wood's. Mrs. Chapman led
the group in searching for varie
ties of trees to complete the idenification boards.
Bird feeders
lave also been constructed.
Cub

Scout News

Den 1 met Friday afternoon
•ith their Den Mother. Mis. Ruth
Aiken. George Field described to
.he boys the manner in which
snowshoes used to be constructed.
Ie also showed diagrams of
'anoe
construction
of
Indian
ashion and described the water
roofing and decorating method.
Plans were made for the fourthoming Pack Meeting and an out’oor flag ceremony was held. Rereshments were served.

Church News

A i: S '> <

Rev. Paul Paskewitz of Friend
ship
and
Cushing
Methodist
hurches announces that Holv
7eek evening services will be
eld alternately in the Advent and
Methodist Churches in Friendship.
The Easter
morning sunrise
ervice will be held in the Advent
■'hurch while the breakfast is to
>e served in the Methodist Church
vestry.

Read The Courier-Gazette

On price, upkeep, resale, Humbler saves you
more than ever. Easiest to handle, too. Try
Personalized Comfort: individual sectional
sofa front seats. Get big-car room, smallcar economy. See your Rambler dealer.

New 100-inch wheelbase

-

.

A?-
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RAMBLER AMERICAN
STATION WAGON

* aer.- • t lowest priced, top eccn
orn* station wagon Save on first
t*e -'o space Otters tally auto
mat e transmission.

Drewett's Garage, Warren
Stanley's Garage, 247 Main St., Rockland
FLASH! RAMBLER NOW 4th IN SALES IN NEW ENGLAND

E. T. Nelson, Inc.
DODGE - PLYMOUTH

COMPLETE REPAIR SERVICE
First Choice Used Cars
TEL. 720
ROCKLAND
KT. 1, NEW COUNTY RD.
104-tt

SWAN’S ISLAND
Mrs. Agnes Staples has been ap
pointed chairman of the Easter
S*‘al Campaign and asks the co
operation of all residents of the
island in making this a successful
drive.
The Parents-Teachers Club of
Swans Island met March 16 at the
Consolidated School.
Plans for
improvement of supplies and equip
ment foi’ the school lunch program
were discussed. The ciub has in
progress a program which will in
clude a “See Yourself” Night, a
home talent program, and a pro
gressive supper. The proceeds of
these events will be used for addi
tions or improvements for the
school. In the past the PTS has
contributed such items as recrea
tion equipment, maps, kitchen
equipment, and suppoit for a milk
program for the children.
The Adult Fellowship of the
Methodist Church met at the home
of Mrs. Lois Anderson and Mrs.
Marcia Joy on Tuesday evening.
March 17. A cleaning bee was held
on March 10th at te Methodist
Church under the sponsorship of
the Adult Fellowship Group.
A
new altar cloth and bookmark,
made by Ruth Moulden. were dona
ted by the group. The materials
for cleaning were donated by Miss
Phoebe Kent. Following, Mrs. Lois
Anderson and Mrs. Marcia Joy
were hostesses at a picnic lunch.
Miss Wendy L< Moine was guest
of honor at a birthday party on
Monday, March 16.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Colbeth of
Minturn are paients of a daughter
born at home February 25th.
Basil Joyce of Atlantic has re
turned to his home after spending
the winter in Rockland.
Darlene and Linda Colbeth have
returned to their home after stay
ing three weeks with their grand
parents. Mr. and Mis. Elden Col
beth.
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Staples have
a son. Kevin L< e, born March 12th
in Mt. Desert Hospital.
Paul Colbeth is busy rebuilding
his 30 foot lobster boat, with the
help of Gleason Scott and Dave
Spear in Ma mt Joyce’s Boat Shop.
Steve Molnar, owner of the
Boatel at Swans Island, is com
pleting the lazing of the Ponceanna
Hotel in Atlantic. Mr. Molnar pur
chased the old hotel last Septem
ber and has been tearing it down
to salvage lumber to build cottages
adjacent to the Boatel. The Ponce
anna had been a landmark in At
lantic for over 60 years
Adveitisr in The Coui in -Gazi tt.

ooooooooooooooooooooooo'

Service Station
For Rent
IN DOWNTOWN
BUSINESS DISTRICT

|
i
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The late James Tabbutt house
at Sleepyville has been sold and
the owner. Mrs. O’Neil and daugh
ter are now occupying the place.
A sign. “For Sale by North Ha
ven Realty", has just appeared
on the house formerly owned by
the late Mr. and Mrs. James Mac
Donald and a party from Phil
adelphia. Pa., was here over the
weekend to look over the Mill
Stream home of Rev. and Mrs.
Lowell Beveridge, and report is.
that is is “sold."
The Bible and Mission Class
met on Friday in the Memorial
Room. The next meeting will be
on Friday. April 17. to which all
women of the community are invited.
Jack Brown and Jerry Brown.
sons of Mr. and Mrs. Ernest
Brown <Hazel Maiden) have com
pleted their boot training at Great
Lakes. Ill., and left this morning
(Tuesday the 24th) for San Diego
to a Radio Communication School.
They report a good winter and are
“making good."

' (Doris Brown) of California, is at
the home *of her sister and hus
band. Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Pat
rick.

Readable Names
And Addresses

Mr. and Mis. Paul Cabot of
Needham. Mass., have spent a

On Tax Returns

few days in town.

It's worth your while to type or
print your name and address clear
ly and legib’.v on your 1958 Fed
eral income tax return.
The authority for the statement
is Whitney L. Wheeler, director of
Internal Revenue for the Augusta
District.
“Believe it or not.” he said,
“some 400.000 taxpayers had to be
searched out last year so Uncle
Sam could pay them refunds run
ning into millions of dollars.”
Most of them, he added, either
scrawled their names and ad
dresses so they could not be read
or just plain forgot to provide one
or the other.
‘In some of the cases.” he said,
“the taxpayers failed to give their
forwarding addresses to their post
masters when they moved."
So. he advised, type or print your
name and address clearly on your
1958 return and. if you move, leave
your forwarding address with your
postmaster.

Material for the new Commun
ity Building has started to arrive.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Jackson of
Haddonfield.
N.
J..
(Eleanor
Stone) are guests of her parents.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Stone
Paul is attending the Eastern
Baptist Seminary and the Uni
versity of Pennsylvania in Phila |
delphia.
I
The Grange Sewing Circle met
on Friday. March 20. at the home
of Mr. and Mrs. Bill Gregory of
Indian Point. Little Thorofare.
with the following members pre
sent: Mrs. Florence B. Brown,
Miss Marjorie Brown. Mrs. Nettie
Crockett.
Mrs.
Lucy Hopkins,
Mrs. Alice Grant. Mrs. Winnie B
Ames. Mrs. Lena B. Stone. Mrs.
Mary Dalon Brown. Mrs. Nettie
'Leigh
Witherspoon
and
Mrs.,j
Edna Dyer.
Refreshments were ’'
served. The next meeting will be
held
on
Thursday with Mrs.
|
Winnie Ames.

Garden Club
:

The North Haven Garden Club
held its monthly meeting March
116 in the Legion Hall. The fo’-.
: lowing officers were elected for I
the coming year: President. Mrs.
Lena B. Stone: vice president.
Jetson F. Dyer: secretary. Mrs.
Lena G. Stone: treasurer. Mrs.
Rose Dyer.
After a brief business meeting,
the State Director of Conservation
Education, Franklin Downie of
Waterville, gave a very interesting
lecture and showed slides of thr
Conservation Camp at
Bryant
Pond. The public was invited and
each member invited a guest,
thus a fine audience was present.
Delicious
refreshments
were
| served by
the hostesses, Mrs.
Audrey Lincoln. Mrs. Ida Haskell
and Mrs. Maud Simpson.
The
table decorations were in keeping
| with St. Patrick's Day. and a
! vase of Pussy Willows gave a
touch of spring.

Mr. and Mrs. Carl Bunker, who
have spent several
weeks in
Sarasota. Fla., returned home on
Thursday. Mrs. Maud Simpson,
who has been housekeeper for
them in their absence, has re
turned to her own home.
Mr. and Mrs. Joel C. Wooster.
| Sr., are visiting their daughter
i and son-in-law. Mr. and Mrs.
; Curtis Dickey in Bangor.
Miss
I Jennie Beverage was in the Li! brary on Saturday in Ethel’s ab'sence.
j Wild geese have been seen here
• and reported by Mrs.
Winnie
| Ames.
Mr. and Mrs. William Hurd at| tended the Knox County Civil De
fense meeting in Rockland on
Wednesday
evening and
were
guests at the Maine State Associ
ation of Plumbing Contractors on
Thursday in Portland.
j
Birger Youngquist has employ
ment with O. D. Lermond and Son.
contract carpenters and Harvey
Demmons with Bill Hurd, the
,
plumber.
Irving Smith of Orland, the
wood scaler for the St. Regis Pa
per Company, has recently been
at the home of Mrs. Lucy Hop
kins. Mr. Hoggan of Belfast, the
former scaler, is reported in good
health and “shoveling snow.”
O. D. Lermond and Son are
1
shingling the Bill
Hurd-Mellie
Gillis house, the work being dope
by Clarence J. Stone and Da Ion
Brown.
Mr. and Mrs. Colon Winslow
were in Rockland last week to at
tend services for the late Daniel
H. Paulitz.
Misses Cornelia Staples and Al
berta Wallen of West Hartford,
Conn., were the guests of Miss
Jennie Beverage while in town
for the commital services for her
father, the late Leon C. Staples of
Stamford, Conn.
Mrs. Elmer J. Hopkins, Sr.,
was in Camden on Saturday to
attend services for her brother,
the late Roscoe Wyman Cooper.
Mrs.
Ray
Jasper
Beverage

Unity Guild
On Tuesday. March 17. the Unity

Guild held its weekly sewing circle
in the Memorial Room, also observ
ing the birthdays of members born
in March and July.
The March
members were absent, but Mrs.
Eda Leadbetter and Mrs. Cynthia
Witherspoon represented July when
no meetings are held.
Donations were given to the Red
Cross and for the Crippled Children
after which President Maud Simp
son played “Happy Birthday” on a
toy instrument and hostesses. Mrs.
Florence B. Brown and Miss Jenn:s O. Beverage, served a delcious
lunch consisting of birthday cake

made by Jennie with other sweets,
coffee and tea.
There were 19
present.
On March 31st the Guild observes
its own birthday with a covered
dish dinner at noon in ihe Memo
rial Room. Ail ladies are invited
to come and also bring some for
:he afternoon program.

Church News
There were 73 at the Baptist Sun
day School on Palm Sunday. At
the 11 a. m. worship service Rev.
George Merriam spoke on “The
Heart of Jesus”
The choir sang
“Hosanna To The King” by Walter
and “Prepare The Way, O Zion”
by Landon, with Response and Re
cessional.
There were beautiful gladioli
from Florida and greens from Vir
ginia. brought by Mr. and Mrs.
Carl Bunker, and other cut flowers
arranged by Mrs. Maud Simpson.
At the 7 o’clock worship service
Mr. Merriam spoke and Mrs. Orilla
Sampson and Mrs. Maud Simpson
sang “There Will I Follow' Thee”
by Ackley and “If Christ Should
Come” by Meredith.
On Thursday evening at 7.30
p. m., the Maundy Thursday Serv
ice will be held in the church.
There will be no Fellowship meet
ing on Tuesday evening.
The Rhode Island State House at
Providence has one of the four
marble domes in the worlds—the
others being the Taj Mahal in
India. St. Peter’s at Rome and the
Minnesota State Capital at St.
Paul The New England Council
reports.
1/

ELGIN OUTBOARD MOTORS
NEW 1958 12 H. P. ELGIN
USED 1958 5</2 H. P. ELGIN
USED 1957 5’/z H. P. ELGIN

$279.95
$175.00
$125.00

Also See Our Complete Line of 1959 Elgin Outboards.
AS LOW AS 10% DOWN
2 H. P. to 40 H. P.

SEARS ROEBUCK and COMPANY
36-38

You’d have to solve some serious operating and man

agement problems brought about by out-moded regulations,
heavy taxes and rising costs.
•

You’d be governed as a monopoly, yet be required to

compete actively with other transportation subsidized bv

the public purse

*

You’d have to trim expense, but at the same time,
maintain modern services and high efficiency to meet the
increasing demands of the industry and the |Xiople of Maine.

The problems of the railroads are not theirs

alone. The economic future of Maine depends on keep
ing its railroads modern and in a healthy financial

Ijarge Parkin; I^»t. Exceptional
Opportunity. Get Set Now
For Summer Rnolness.

CALL ROCKLAND 1251
33-37

condition.

Maine Central Railroad

A

Tuosday-Thundoy-Saturdoy
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Municipal Court

Pogo Three

Elks Present Bonds To Top Students

acta rtndkl
(Continued Prnm
From P
Page
One)

•

Route 17 in Rockland March 20.
Rockland Police stopped him.
* * *

Coming Events
[Social and community events
are solicited for this calendar. All
are free and space here cannot be
purchased.
Strictly commercial
affairs, sales, suppers, dances, can
not be accepted. The decision of
the editor is final.]

March V—Good Friday.
March 29—Easter.
March 29—At the Congregational
Church in Warren, at 3 p. m..
the Easter Cantata, "Christ Vic
torious".
Amil 15—The Rockland Women's
Club Spring Fashion Show and
Bridge at 8 p. m. at the Legion
Hall
April 26—Daylight Saving Time
starts.
Set clocks ahead one
hour.
April 28—Garden Club meets at
Mrs. Charles Whitmore’s. 294
Broadway, 2.30 p. m.

Rockland firemen answered two
minor alarms over the weekend
They were called to the home of
Leroy Black on Lake View Drive
in Rockland Sunday morning for
a flooded furnace. A flooded oil
burner sent them to the third
floor apartment in the Rankin
Block of Mrs. Maynard Hill Saturdav night.
There was no re
ported damage in either incident.

The Maine Maritime Academy
training ship State of Maine is
due to dock in Boston Friday on
the final leg of an 8000 mile
cruise which will end with a
landing at Portland and the run
down Penobscot Bay to Castine.
Knox County Council. American
Legion, will meet in Rockland at
the Legion Home Thursday. Com
mander William Wallace of Thom
aston said this spring meeting will
be the last Rockland county meet
ing of the current calendar year.
Frank MacDonnell of Rockport will
show movies following the meet
ing which is open to all Legion
naires and Auxiliary members of
Knox County as well as husbands
and wives. A dinner will be served
at 7 p. m. preceding the meeting.

Members of the Rockland Fire
Department were called for two
minor alarms Monday morning. At
8.25 a. m., they were called to the
greenhouse of Lockhart L. Curry at
655 Old County Road.
About an
hour later, a chimney fire sent the
firemen to the residence of Lewis
Edwards at 5 Temple Street.

The officers of the Sea Explorer
Ship Red Jacket met Sunday af
ternoon. Among plans made was
Vehicles, operated by Mrs. A.1
a bottle collection to be made in
meda E. Wadsworth, 30, of 93
the near future and a rummage
New County road. Rockland and
sale for the last of April.
Mrs. Eleanor Bickford. 21, of 89
Hoimes street, Rockland, were
demolished when they collided
shortly
after midnight Sunday
morning at the intersection of
Pleasant street and Broadway in
Rockland. Vincent Bickfoid. the
husband of one of the operator?;
seven month old Julie Ann Bick
ford and Arnold Wadsworth, the
husband of the other driver, were
treated at Knox Hospital for cuts
and abrasions.
Rockland Police
still have the accident under in
vestigation.

IN MEMORIAM
In loving memory on March 25th
of our father and grandfather.
Theodore
Brown,
mother
and
grandmother. Mrs. Sadie C. Brown.
Daughters and Grandsons.
36* It

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
SEVEN Room House with bath ;
for sale. Reduced price. II OLD
COUNTY ROAD. Thomaston. 36-38

Killing time is just another of
many forms of success-suicide.

NO SELLING
Write Age and Previous
Experience.

WRITE M. C. W.
c/o The Courier-Gazette
31-tf

GREEN'S
SHOE STORE
376 MAIN STREET

James Tinker, 18. of Owls Head
was found guilty of passing on a
hill and Cuccinello suspended his
driver’s license.
State Police
said that Tinker’s car passed
three vehicles on Creek Hill in
Thomaston March 20.
♦

♦

A charge of disorderly conduct
against Harrison Emery. 23. of
Rockland was continued for sen
tence to court this morning after
the respondent pleaded guilty.
Deputy Sheriff Robert T. Berry
charged that the Rockland man
was disorderly in the Ocean View
roller skating rink in Rockland
March 20.
♦

♦

♦

Cuccinello found Grevis Payson
of Union not guilty of allowing one
of his trucks to be operated on
Route 90 in Warren March 18
which had allegedly carried a
weight greater than the restric
tions set forth by the State High
way Commission.
State Police asserted that the
Payson truck had a gross weight
of 35.990 pounds although the
weight limit on the highway was
posted for 18,000 pounds.
The court recorder noted that
there was a lack of sufficent evi
dence on the part of the State to
prove that the road was not frozen
at that time.
The restrictions
posed by the State Highway Com
mission apply only if the highway
is not affected by the cold weath
er.
Appearing for the respondent
was attorney Curtis Payson of
Union, who also is the county at
torney.
MARRIED
Warner-Smith—At Lake Placid,
N. Y., March 21. Ensign Mark
Warner, USNR, of Vinalhaven and
Boston and Miss Sarah Louise
Smith of Lake Placid. N.
by
Rev. Samuel Arthur-Davies.

MALE CLERK
WANTED

DIED
Kilhorn — At North Weymouth.
Mass, Edith Wing Kilborn, widow
of the late Rev.
Heber Kilborn.
Funeral services today from the
Robson Funeral Home in North
Weymouth. Mass.
Keene—At Fremont, Nebraska,
March 11. Mrs. Hazel Keene, w.dow
of Harold D. Keene formerly of
Appleton.
Brown—At Rockland. March 22.
151-T tf Mrs. Winona Mills Brown of North
Haven, widow of Foy W. Brown,
age 69 years.
Funeral services
Wednesday at 2 p. m. from the
North Haven Baptist Church with
Rev. George R. Merriam officiat
ing. Interment will be in Seaview
Cemetery in North Haven.
Coombs—At Coopers Mills. March
19. Wilbur F. Coombs, Jr., of
Vinalhaven. age 72 years. Funeral
services were held Sunday from
the Headley Funeral Home in
Vinalhaven with Rev. Norman
Peacock officiating. Interment will
be in John Carver Cemetery in the
spring.
Freeman—At Augusta, March 19.
Mis. Anne E. Freeman of East
Winthrop age 79 years. Funeral
services were held Saturday in Au
gusta.
Roberts—At Rockland. March 20.
Lewis A. Roberts of Friendship,
age 77 years. Prayers were said
Sunday from the Waltz Funeral
Home in Waldoboro with Rev.
James A. Purington officiating.
Funeral services were held Mon
day in Portland with interment in
Forest City Cemetery in Portland.
Harmon—At Camden. March 22.
Mrs. Phoebe Harmon, age 82 years.
Funeral services Wednesday at 2
p. m. from the Jonesboro Union
Cong! egational Church with Rev.
David R. Hickiland officiating. In
terment will be in Court Street
Cemetery in Machias.
Friends
may call at the Laite Funeral Home
in Camden today.

ROCKLAND

EASTER SPECIALS

Ladies’ Pumps

IN MEMORIAM

See the Latest Styles and Colors in High and Illusion Heels.
All New for Spring. Sizes 4 to 9.

"SHOP GREEN'S AND SAVE"
S. & H. GREEN STAMPS WITH EVERY PURCHASE

State Senator Wilmot Dow of
Waldoboro introduced a
bill in
Legislature last
month
which
,,
,,
..
4
. ...
would allow the towns of Waldo-

A plea of guilty was entered by
George W. Gillmore of Camden
on a charge of speeding 43 miles
an hour in a 25 mile zone on Cam
den street in Rockland March 29.
He was fined $15 on the complaint
brought by Rockland Police.
* * *

»

In loving memory of Raymond
Tinker, who passed away March
25. 1937.
He was loving, gentle, thoughtful
and true
Always willing a kind act to do;
Sincere and kind in his heart and
mind

What wonderful memories he left
behind.
His wife, Nettie Tinker and fam
ily
36*lt

Children's Shoes

Carl Blackington presents bonds to Nancy Norwood, left, and Dorcas Jones, right, for winning the
Elks Most Valuable Student Award Sunday afternoon In Roekland.
Photo by Shea;
Carl Blackington. chairman of
the youth activities committee.
presented a $25 Savings Bond to
two Warren High School seniors
Sunday afternoon for winning the
Elks
Most
Valuable
Student
Award. Dorcas Jones and Nancy
Norwood received the certificates
at the Elks Home in Rockland.
Dorcas Jones, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Fremont Jones of Warren, was recently crowned queen

of the Warren High School Snow
Carnival.
She
is co-editor-inchief of the school's annual publication. president of the National
Honor Society at the school and
secretary of her class. Dorcas is
also active in the National Safety
Council.
Nancy Norwood, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Norwood, is
vice president of the class of 1959
and is the school’s candidate for

Spring the Time

Another successful year of serv- ceived more than 13.500 callers,
ice to the people of the State of and released nearly 5,000 news
Maine is reported in the newly stories.
published annual report of the ExMaine boys and girls enrolled in
tension
Service,
University of 434 4-H clubs completed some 9.066
Maine.
(projects in agriculture and home“Extension Serves You’’ is pub- making. The County Extension Aslished as Bulletin 473 of the Exten- sociations enrolled 17.587 men and
sion Service. The cover features women who co-operated in forwarda photo of dairy cows grazing in
Extension Service educational
a lush pasture on the farm of Rex programs.
Varnum, Sebec.
Copies of the
Featuring some 32 photographs,
bulletin may be obtained from -^G 20 page bulletin employs green
County Extension Service offices
to good advantage in presentthroughout Maine or by writing to *nS a cross section of Extension
the Bulletin Office. Extension Serv work in Maine. It covers Exten
sion’s role in agriculture, home
ice, University of Maine, Orono.
Extension
Service
Director economics, and public affairs. It
George E. Lord said that the Ex also treats of foreign visitors,
tension program last year helped farm and home development, rural
more than 44,000 farm and non development program. Extension
farm families in Maine. This edu comes of age, statistics, and in
cational
assistance
was
given forming the people.
The Extension annual report de
through home demonstration, 4-H
club, and agricultural programs. scribes accomplishments in agri
State and county Extension agents cultural engineering, crops and
— some 92 strong—carry on. Exten soil improvement, dairy, farm
management, forestry, livestock
sion work in Maine.
potato
marketing,
Results accomplished in Maine Pro^uc^on’
were part of new records in assist- aPP‘vS ant^ blueberries, poultry,
vegetable
and processing
ance to farm, rural and urban fam and
ilies, homemakers, and young peo crops. Woi k with the homemaker
ple established nationally by the described includes clothing, con
Co-operative Extension Service of sumer marketing information, food
the U. S. Department of Agricul and nutrition, family life program,
Four-H
ture and the state land-grant uni and home managemi nt.
club activity and the personnel of
versities.
The busy year for Maine Exten the Extension Service are also re
sion
agents was
made
more ported.
Extension specialists at the Uni
effective by the assistance of some
4.820 volunteer community and versity of Maine were working con
county leaders, along with 4-<H stantly during the year to feed
club leaders. These leaders car county workers and leaders the in
ried Extension’s educational pro formation they needed and to work
Steady use
grams to many thousands of addi directly with them.
also was made of the mass media—
tional people.
Extension work was organized newspapers, radio, and TV—to
and conducted in some 460 Maine boost the Service’s educational
communities in the year covered efforts.

The battle against Dutch elm
disease, to save Maine’s elm
trees, should begin
March, a

by the report. Some 12.770 Exten
sion meetings drew’ an attendance
of 269,780. The county Extension
agents in Maine made more than
20.000 farm and home visits, re

S.

4

H. GREEN STAMPS WITH EVERY PURCHASE

Teen - Age Flats

New Styles In Dressy Flats For All Occasions.
Sizes 4 to 10.

Service
ALL WORK GUARANTEED

State News Co.
148-T-tf

the meeting the structure of the new
Scholarship Fu'd.
The
fund would benefit qualified stu
of DDT put on the trees has a long dents in the towns served by Su
residual action.
perintendent Gray who desire to
The
importance of
spraying enter the University of Maine.

CALL

A. C. McLOON
& CO.
ROCKLAND, MAINE
TEL. 1510

of

Liberty

withdrawing Walker

coupled with sanitation pruning is
also emphasized by Robley E.
Nash, state entomologist, who has
been encouraging communities to
take concerted action in fighting
Dutch elm disease. The infection
was first discovered in Maine at
York in 1952. Since, it has been
gradually moving northward.
>
“Prevention,” Tooley said, “is'
our best measure of attacking the
disease.
This includes spraying,
pruning and keeping trees healthy
by feeding and other sound tree
care practices.”

trees as well as dead and dying

limbs and branches in live elms.
He said this pruning should be
done before leaves open in spring.
“This.” Tooley explained, “will
cut down the number of over
wintering elm bark beetles which
transmit the deadly Dutch elm di
sease infection from diseased to
healthy trees.”
Tooley said further that spray
ing all elms with DDT before the
elm leaves unfold is another must.
The purpose is this:
Elm bark beetles that carry
Dutch elm disease fungus spores
on their body parts emerge in
late April and early May, feed in
tiny twrig crotches of elms, and in
that way inoculate healthy trees
with the infection. A tin coating

We Go To Market
Insurance companies are not all alike.
Some have different policies, different rates.
We have 25 of Hie best companies.
Every policy is bought for our clients to fit their exact
needs and at the best price.

IV. C. JCaxU &
14 SCHOOL STREET

ROCKLAND, MAINE
33A36

the, Aim ufiU a!um oh thft
To make sure you’ll be in the front ranks
of the Easter Parade, style-wise, better
stop in here first, for a quick check up on
what's new. what’s smart, what’s most be
coming to you in everything you’ll wear on
this very important occasion.

Boys' Suits
* WOOL FLANNELS
Med. and Oxford Gray.
Still by far the moat
popular fabric.
JR.
PREPS

ROSS
MOTORS,
W
INC■»

Soma

IN S U RORS

Tuna Bisque

1 can condensed cream of celery
soup
1 can condensed consomme
1 jar strained carrots
Few drops of Tabasco sauce
% teaspoon Worcestershire Sauce
1 cup light cream
2 cans (6l4-ounce) chunk style i
Star-Kist Tuna
Combine soups, carrots, sauces
and light cream, stirring constant
ly.
Heat over low flame until
hot.
Flake tuna and stir into
soup.
Continue to cook
until
thoroughly
hot.
Do not
boil.
Serve at once. Makes four serv
ings.

The
silkworm
and
printing
aren’t the only things the Chinese
have introduced to the wo Id. The
Chinese used rockets m warrare
more than 700 years ago. before
Western inventors know how to
make gunpowder.
---------------------Cats were more than household
P^ts to te
ancient E yptians.
They were worshipped as ods. according to The World Book Encyclopedia.
The punishment for
killing a cat was usually death.

Camden, called for the removal
and burning of all diseased elm

Enjoy Hearty

Rockland
DBaESSESwsHsnwxjaaaaaaaani

*ree sPec*a^st urges.
J- Louis Tooley, area manager
of the Bartlett Tre • Experts at

from their administrative school
district due to increased costa and
combining with Washin-ton.
A
special town meeting has been
,, . . T -v. *
j
j
, . .
called in Liberty Wednesday night
t0 discuss the problem.
It was
brought out that Liberty’s share
of ^e school district costs for
next year would be $25 976.38,
which represents an increase of
$7,731.78 over the sum the town
appropriated for the 1958-59 school
year.
Another possibility. Gray con
tinued. would be to join in a study
with Warren. The cit z ns of Warren recently voted to join Administrative School District 5 with
Rockland by a narrow margin in
a straw vote. Gray felt that Warren could look toward Washington
for a school district.
William Sperl, who was one of
the leaders in Washington in form
ing a school district, noted follow
ing the meeting that Washington
could also enter in a school district with Appleton and Union,
who are presently engaged in a
study with Camden. Lincolnville,
Hope and Rockport.
I Gray also explained at the town

He cited the possibilty of

Town

Of the many different kinds of
soups
that
are
prepared
in
In memory of Leonard Swears,
American homes, one favorite is
who died March 25. 1951.
The years do not lessen our grief the typically French bisque, since
for vou.
this rich cream soup is satisfying
Sadly missed by his wife and
family.
36 It enough for a main course yet
suitable as a complementary dish.
IN MEMORIAM
Although bisques usually are
In memory of dear mother. Mi.-. made with seafood like shrimp
Josephine E. Sprague, who passed and crabmeat, tuna.that real good
away March 20. 1954.
meat from the sea—also can be
Deep in my heart lies a picture
used. Here’s a recipe for Tuna
Of a loved mother laid to rest
In memory's frame I will keep h> r Bisque which combines the hearty
Because she was one of the hist. , flavor of prime tuna with preDaughter, Helen Spaulding. jpared soups and savory seasonSon-in-law, Wallace.
• ings.
36‘lt
For the right finishing touch,
garnish the bisque with snipped
parsley or grated cheese. Be pre
pared to make up a generous
quantity, for the wholesome good
ness of this hearty Tuna Bisque
will keep them asking for more.

And

Typewriters and Adding
Machine Repair Service

For Elm Care

boro. Bremen and Washington to
form
an administrative
school
district. Superintendent of Schools
Lewis Gray told the people at the
Washington to^n meeting Saturday night.
This proposed legislation would
give the three communities special
permission to form a school disflict since they presently do not
have the minimum number of 300
students for an area high school,
Waldoboro, Bremen and Washington were the only towns in a
proposed six community school
district
which
approved
the
measure at special town meetings.
The other towns in the study,
Friendship. Jefferson and Nobleboro voted the measure down.
Gray also told the townspeople
Saturday night that Y\ ashington
should maintain a “wait and see”
attitude
for the present
until
other towns in the area clarify
their positions in regards to a
school district.

IN MEMORIAM

Gas Installation

Sturdy, First Quality, Long Wearing Oxfords At This
Low Bargain Price.

the DAR Good Citizenship Medal.
She received the Outstanding
Student Award from Mystic Re
bekah Lodge of Warren and the
business mathematics award.
Blackington
explained
that
Nancy and Dorcas were chosen
from students in high schools in
Knox. Lincoln and Waldo Coun
ties for the award and will com
pete for State honors during the
forthcoming state convention.

EXTENSION SERVICE HAS
SUCCESSFUL YEAR N MAINE

Tuna Bisque

$t99

SUPERINTENDENT ADVISES FOLKS
IN WASHINGTON TO "WAIT AKD
SEE" ON SCHOOL DISTRICT PLAN

$22.95

$27.50

(Reversibles and Unlined)
•
•
•
•
•

BOYS' SPORT SHIRTS
SWEATERS
CAPS AND DRESS HATS
BELTS
TIES

AND MANY OTHER FURNISHINGS

$2.50

Priced from $19.95

np
up
ALSO AVAILABLE
IN HVSKIES

Boys'

Boys' Shoes

Sport Coats

$10.95

$12.95

• Plain Toe Calfskins
• Two Eyelet Moe. Style
* White Bucks
• Dirty Burks
* Desert Boots
* Snap Jacks
* Loafers
Are Rnt a Few of the
New Spring Styles
PRICES START AT

up

np

$6.95

The Smartest Collegiate
Models We’ve Ever
Offered.
* Navy Blazers • Stripes
* Red Blazers * Tweeds
JR.
PREPS

• BOYS' JACKETS

Available in White
and Colored
♦ Oxford and Broadcloth
* Wash an* Wear Fabrics
JRS.
PREPS

$1.95

OTHER SUITS
Available in Tweed
Blenda and Gabardines

We Also Carry a Complete Stock
of:

Boys'
Dress Shirts

Boys' Slacks
Our selection is tremend
ous. Available in Regular
and Ivy Models.
• ORLON BLENDS
• WOOL BLENDS
• NYLON BLENDS
• WOOL FLANNELS
Many Washable Slacks
To Pick From
JR.
PREPS

$3.95
np

$4.95
np

Boys' Station
Wagon Coats
A Smart Little Coat
Suitable for Rainy
Weather and Dress Vp
Too
JB.
PREPS

$12.95

$14.95

See the All New
Iridescent
Station Wagon Coats

COMPLETE OUTFITTERS FOR "HUSKY BOYS"

OFFINS
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of posterity. You. Mi Editor, must
feel as I do I am sure, the Port
land’s. the Tremont’s and the Cum
berland’s wake along the shores of
coastal New England will never be
• erased by the passing of time, it
is just obscured from view’ by the
' restless eddies that ebb and flow
from sun to sun.
Capt. Walter E. Scott.

STEAMBOAT YARNS
of Ships and Men
John M. Richardson

♦

♦

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

★ ★ ★★

grade in the V. S. Air Force Rc ' of Mr. Mabel Chapman of
i serves.
Gurdy street. Rockland.
|
S/Sgt. Moody has been active •
I in the Air Reserves, since March [
. of 1957. having previously served
I a two-year tour of active duty in !
PEDESTRIANS
the U. S. Army.
He is married to the former i
Barbara Calderwood and they
Army he was employed by Bath make their home in Union, where
Iron Works Corporation.
he is self-employed in the manu
facturing
of
Artificial
Floral '
Wreaths.
S/Sgt. Moody is a member of !
the Union Flight, which meets on
Thursday evenings in the Com
$)■>'
munity Building, under the Com
mand of Major Robert H. Heald
of Union.

IN SERVICE

♦

84 Packard Avenue
Somerville 44, Mass.
March 3, 1959
Captain Walter E. Scott
79 Paprocki Avenue
West Islip, New’ York
Deai- Captain Scott:
After reading your article in a
recent number of the Rockland,
Maine, Courier-Gazette I felt im
pelled to tell you that I have found
much of interest and enjoyment in
your accounts of the old days of
the steamboats that plied along the
New England Coast. In the period
from 1897 to 1902, and occasionally
M»3
thereafter, I made numerous trips
I M »'
between Portland and Boston on
...t*
the boats of the Eastern Steamship
Company and knew’ one or tw’o of
-v
them fairly well.
The Portland was my favorite.
When money was scarce, and it
often was, a berth in the forward
cabin answered very well and my
choice was the middle one oppo
site the door to the little room in
which was the electric light plant.
This, I have been told. was not
original equipment but was added
after the boat went into service
and hence its unusual location in
the corner of the cabin. I like the
Steamer Penobscot piled up on Adonis Led{e. She wan floated with small damage.
sound of the machinery, which
many did not. and thus I had the
i
corner to myself.
Through a friend on one of the
trips out of Portland I was intro
duced to the chief engineer, whose
name as I remember it was Merrill, and was shown all over his
department.
We were invited to
sit down until we passed Portland
I Light. Presently the engineer said
j we w’ere outside and I asked how’
he knew for we had not left the
engine room.
He pointed to a
j revolution counter for he knew
1 what it should read for the distance
w’e had covered. I was an engi
’ *
neering student at Tufts College
and anything having to do with
machinery delighted me.
It was
fascinating to watch the move
ments of the valve gear, the sw’ing
of the w’alking beam and the steady
rise and fall of the piston rod. I
admired the clean, even fires of
small anthracite coal and the com
fortable fire room with plenty of
fresh air coming down the ventila
tors.
Your descriptions of the work of
the freight handlers awakens mem
ories of the rumble of their trucks
over my head in the early morn
ing.
Then there were the noises
of the night; the rush and hiss of
the water past the side, the slap
Graham Marine photos
of paddle wheels, bell signals and
Steamer City ©f Rockland looks very s nail alongside b •r big sister, Old Colony.
the whistle on a foggy night.
umn of The Courier-Gazette as
My last trip on the Portland was
The following edition of Steam contribute to the column.
• something special and more heart made just one w’eek before she
boat Yarns of Ships and Men was
79 Paprocki Avenue warming than the daily headlines was lost. I slept on the Bay State
the last prepared by Editor-Pub
West Islip, N. Y.
of most publications.
Many let at the wharf in Portland, on the
lisher John M. Richardson. He
March 6, 1959
ters speak of this in those terms. night of that terrible storm and I
devoted many hours and much re
Dear Steamboat Editor,
You have every reason to be proud shall never forget the how’l of the
search and correspondence to this
My daily mailman never fails to as the originator of this section of wind in the rigging and the slight
column over a long span of years
His friends in steamboat history hand me letters from those who your paper, dedicated to that era list it gave to the boat with every
circles will doubtless continue to have accepted the Steamboat Col- when carefree humbleness, happi gust. When we did not leave at
ness and lives devoted to service seven as usual it seemed strange
was a commonplace among those since we saw nothing wrong with
you honor.
the weather. Even when I turned
The attached letter is from a in at nine o’clock the sky held only
IN NEW YORK
man typical of all those who appre broken clouds but by 1 a. m. it was
ciated that faithful service and a very different matter. I left the
loved that era to which your col boat at 6 o’clock the next morning,
umn is dedicated. Edwin B. Rol during a lull in the storm, and took
lins. who slept in the forward cabin the train to Boston. Before I left,
c
on the Portland one week before word went ’round that the Port
1 enterday’s gracious rharm in a
she floundered with all hands, had land had sailed and had not been
Entirety new
sat in her engine room with Chief heard from. There was a rumor
new and modern .idling. 1000 rooms
Merrill and watched the move that the Bay State would sail in
air conditioned — dl" TV. Close to
ments of her valve gear, the swing search for her as soon as the
ererything you want to nee and do.
of her walking beam and the steady weather would permit.
rise and fall of the connecting rod.
In April, after the Tremont took
He slept in the cabin of the Bay over the Portland’s route 'I was a
special “breakfast package"
State the night the Portland was passenger on a trip following a
•ach oat Thursdays through Sundays
lost. The very next April he was hard storm. The sea was .rough
a passenger on the Tremont when and we were glad when the boat
PH P**SO** in DOUBLE ROOMS
she battled her way into Gloucester put into Gloucester for the night.
r •©
'«♦
to find shelter under Eastern Point. We anchored there until 5 o’clock
<
indodfef
UmUmt
He also enjoyed a titip on the old the next morning. I was on deck
Cumberland.
to see the anchor raised and it
,7
L.
' *Y.C.. II 2-7800
These new friends who come to seemed to me that the capstan bars
Between 5th A»e. and Modi,on Av.,)
us daily certainly have a place in extended over the rail, the forward
Chorle, e.
Cene,et Mee.tw
the archives where “Steamboat deck w’as so small.
Yarns of Ships and Men" will be
Once I made a day trip on the
preserved on the dustless shelves Cumberland, the boat that I be-

Warm Praise For Captain Scott And This
Column Comes From Unknown Friends

tee

George Hotel

News about the New Rockets!

♦ ♦ »

Donald W. Moore is a patient at
the Veterans’ Hospital. Ward No.
13. 5901 East Seventh street. Long
Beach. Calif., and would like to
hear from friends. He is the son

GREEN

CARR’S of Rockland
WILL HOLD THEIR
Army Pvt. Theron C. Thibodeau.
21. whose wife, Irene, lives at 584
Main street. Rockland, recently
completed eight weeks of military
police training at The Provost
Marshal General’s School. Fort
Gordon. Ga. Thibodeau received
instruction in traffic control, self
defense and the basic procedures i
of civil and military law.
He
completed basic training at Fort
Dix, N. J.
A 1955 graduate of.
Waldoboro High School, Thibodeau
worked for Pratt & Whitney Air
craft in Southington. Conn., before
entering the Army last September.
His mother, Mrs. Isabelle Thibo
deau, lives in Friendship.

Major John N. Rogers, U. S. Air i
Force, graduated “cum laude’’ as
a Bachelor of Science in Genera!
Business from Syracuse University. ,
having been on the dean's list for 1
two semesters.
Rogers, who is •
the son of Mrs. Gladys Wheeler of
Thomaston, graduated from that
town's high school with honors in
1911. He enlisted in the Air Force
shortly thereafter and started his
college work in January. 1953.
while serving on Okinawa by en
tering the resident college main
tained on the island by the Univer
sity of California.
By studying
when off duty at Utica College and
later on at Syracuse he earned suf
ficient credits to become eligible
for study under “Operation Boot
strap”, a program by which mili
tary personnel is peimitted to fin
ish final studies leading to the
award of a degree, one that might
be helpful to them and to the gov
ernment later on.

15th Anniversary Sale
APRIL 1st thru APRIL 3Cth
DURING THIS SALE,
WITH EVERY GALLON OF

nalplex

DUTCH BOY

INSIDE

>

new Acrylic Latex
flat wall finish
• ODORLESS

4 Gts. at

Qt. Price,

• DRIES FAST

Less 10% and

> EASY CLEAN-UP WITH WATER
• LOVELY COLORS

l Qt. FREE!
MAKES A DISCOUNT
CF ABOUT 30°o!
WITH THE 10% WE GIVE
YOU, YOU GET A TOTAL
4C% Discount!

Consider This Tremendous
Saving. This is the most
legitimate Sale in history.
You know the Famous Quality of DUTCH BOY PAINT.
With the LOW PRICES and Paint We GIVE YOU, Making
a DISCOUNT of About 40%, You Wifi Never Again Get
a Chance To Buy At SUCH LOW PRICES! Consider it well,
before you buy your paint requirements.

k

A/3c James M. Marriner. son
of Mr. and Mrs. Norman E. Mar- !
liner of 440 Dalton Drive. Birm
ingham. Ala., completed his initia’
course at Lackland AFB. Texas
He is now attending the technical
training course for Aircraft and
Missile Maintenance at Chanute
AFB. Illinois. Airman Marriner;
is a graduate of Camden High
School and attended Drexel In
stitute of Technology in Philadel
phia. Pa., proir to entering th •
Air Force.
* * *
Army Private Joseph J. Marchetti, son of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph
Marchetti, 1356 Washington Street,
Bath, recently was assigned to
Headquarters Company. U. S.
Army. Fort Myer. Va. Marchetti,
a clerk in the company, entered
the Army in September. 1958. and
w’as last stationed at Fort Dix.
N. J. The 23 year old soldier is
a 1954 graduate of Morse High
School. He attended Colby College.
Waterville.
Before entering the

PAINT

For $6.40 Gal.

Mfi *

Everything In Our Store Is

Proportionately Low Priced!
In Addition To Our Low Prices, We Will,
During the First Ten Doys,
GIVE AWAY EVERY NIGHT AT CLOSING
1 GALLON DUTCH BOY PAINT (Our Choice)
ALSO, 4 SINGLE ROLLS WALLPAPER

(Customer's Choice up to $1.00 per Single Roll)
Also, a Full Line of EAGLO PAINT
Army Private Richard B. Burns,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Wilfred Burns
of Friendship, recently completed
eight weeks of military police
training at The Provost Marshal
General’s School. Fort Gordon. Ga.
Burns received instruction in traf
fic control, self defense and the
basic procedures of civil and mili
tary law.
He entered the Army
last
September and completed
basic combat training at Fort Dix.
N. J. The 18-year-old soldier is a
1958 graduate of Waldoboro High
School.

lieve. renamed the Larchemont.
was lost in a storm on Long Island
Sound some years afterward. The
weather was fine on the day of my
trip and sails were raised.
I did not like the Governor Dingley as well as the sidewheel boats
for it seemed to roll more. I have
watched one of the officers walk a
stripe in the carpet while I bounced
from one side of the passage to the
other.
Those who now rush at 60 miles
per hour over our new highways
W’ill never know the joy of being
rocked to sleep on the Belfast, see
the sun rise over Rockland Harbor,
the blue haze among the Camden
hills in early morning, and the pan
orama of green and gold as the
boat glides up the Penobscot to
Bangor in October, and, of course,
they will never miss it.
Possibly these reminiscences may
not be of interest to you but I
thought you might be glad to know
that yours have given pleasure to
one who knew the good old steam
boat days. I look forward to read
Above is a picture of Staff Ser
ing more of them.
geant John C. Moody, Jr., who
Edwin B. Rollins.
w’as recently promoted to that

Regular Price $6.59 per Gallon

We Sell It For $5.75 Gal. Less 10%.
1 Gal. FREE with 5 Makes an
Additional Discount of about 20%!
FIGURES NET, PER GALLON
$3.16 to $4.79
QUARTS.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. S6c to $1.37’/2
OUTSIDE AND ALL INSIDE PAINT._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Qt. $1.39, Gal. $4.29

SUPER KEM-TONE

RAY-O-VAC BATTERIES

15c ea. - DOZ. $1.65

PAINT brushes.............................. 15c and up
Brushes Over $1.00 — LESS 39%
PAINT ROLLERS AND TRAYS, Complete

89c

LARGEST DISPLAY WALLPAPER

N. E. OF BOSTON-

REDUCED 1-3 ON ARRIVAL.
Additional 10%
GIVEN ON PAPER OVER 39c A ROLL.
We Have a Large Supply of
Plastic Coated Wallpaper
Soap and Water Washable, at

Low Prices.
SPECIAL ON BUNDLES PAPER
25c and up

GRUMBACHER

for

ART SUPPLIES

FULL LINE ON HAND.

STORE HOURS: 8.30 A. M. - 5.30 P. M.
FRIDAY: 8.30 A. M. - 9.00 P. M.

You’re always welcome at BENEFICIAL!
CASH? Just say the word! See BENEFICIAL and get
the money you want for taxes and other Springtime ex
penses. Remember: We like to say “YES!” Rhone todayt
Loam $20 to $2500—plus life insurance at no extra cost

1959 OLDSMOIILE DYNAMIC M HOLIDAY SPORTSEDAN—
This distinctive new Olds body style 'available in all
three series) is the hit of the new-car parade! Its sleek
“Linear Look” is as tastefully elegant as anything
you'll be seeing in 1959. And like every Olds for '59.

it has an all-new, thriftier version of the famous
Itocket Engine, featuring an exclusive, two-stage
automatic choke. Willi demand running high, you’ll
he smart to place your order early. Visit your local
authorized Oldsmobile Quality Dealer, right away!

ROSS MOTORS, INC.

WINTER STREET

356 MAIN STREET, 2nd FI., ROCKLAND
FARNSWORTH MEMORIAL BLOG. • Phone: 1133

OPEN SATURDAYS UNTIL NOON
loans made te residents of oil suirevnding towns *

leans else mode by mail

SPECIAL FOR PEOPLE WHO ARE UNABLE TO SHOP DURING
WORKING HOURS, WE WILL BE HERE AFTER SUPPER,
DURING THIS SALE, BY LETTER OR PHONE APPOINTMENT.
EVERY SALE FINAIz-NO EXCHANGE OR REFI ND

All Free Goods Must Be Called For Within 10 Days.
PAPERHANGERS, PAINTERS AND CONTRACTORS
PURCHASING LARGE QUANTITIES-SPECIAL LOW PRICES!

SAVE THIS AD FOR FUTURE REFERENCE

ARR'S PAINT and WALLPAPER

C

ASH
ARRY

TELEPHONE N9

ROCKLAND, MAINE

9

COME IN, LOOK AROUND AND TAKE ADVANTAGE OF OUR
LOW, LOW PRICES I

Cash

' 1

lb.

FINANCE CO.

) 1980, BENEFICIAL FINANCE CO

586 Main Street
Rockland, Maine
Plenty of Free Parking

....................................................... ........................................

9

Tuesday-Tfcursday-Saturdoy

FogaFrJ
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SENATOR MUSKIE REPORTS
TO THE ELECTORATE OF MAINE

Medical Expense
Deductible Under

This newspaper is in receipt of
a news release from the office of
Maine’s junior senator, Edmund S.
Muskie. Lack of space prevents
publication of the letter in its en
tirety but excerpts are presented
here.

Income Tax Law

One of the great differences I
notice between the Governorship
and my present job is the nature
and extent of my contacts with
Maine people. I miss very much
the almost daily communication I
enjoyed in Augusta with my fellow
citizens through personal contact,
press conferences, and meetings
throughout the State. Those opportunities were a source of friendly
social intercourse. More than that,
they were an effective means for
getting close to grass roots think
ing on public issues and problems.
I always appreciated them but
never as much as I do now that I
am deprived of them.

It should be pointed out that
the Budget is a function of the con
stitutional responsibility of the
Congress as it relates to appropria
tions and revenues.
The Execu
tive Budget, for which the Presi
dent is responsible, is a tool de
signed to assist Congress in the
exercise of its constitutional au
thority. and has been in existence
only since 1921. It is ironic, there
fore. that some voices seem to be
suggesting that the Congress should
not question the President’s budget
recommendations.
Actually, the Congress has the

duty to examine these recommendations closely and to reach inde
pendent and different conclusions if
warranted by its findings.

It is said that the President pro
posed a balanced budget.
I sup
pose that is a matter of definition.
In my judgment, a balanced bud
get is one which proposes programs
However, I find I am not as which can be supported within the
out of touch with folks at home as I limits of the existing revenue struc
feared I might be.
In the first ture. The President’s Budget does
place, many Maine people find not do this.
His Budget can be 1
their way to Washington on busi- balanced only by the enactment of j
ness, public or private, or for increases in revenues. He proposes i
pleasure.
We all welcome their an increase of 1*« cents in the Fed-i
friendly visits to the office and the eral Gasoline Taxes and an in
chance to chat about Maine and crease in postal rates: and, as I
mutual acquaintances and friends, have noted, only th€* Congress has
In the second place, I receive a the authority to authorize such in
considerable volume of mail from creases.
Maine citizens expressing them
Thus, the President himself pro
selves on one or more of the issues poses increases in governmental ex
which confront this Congress. Most penditures above the level of esti
of these letters are thoughtful and mated revenues from cut rent rev
appeal to be prompted by the in enue sources.
Are all the in
dividual’s concern rather than by creases proposed by the President
some organized pressure move justified, or should some of them be
ment. On some subjects - notably. eliminated? Are other increases.
the Murray Education Bill - they which he did not recommend, justiare almost uniformly on one side fled in terms of national security or
of the question - in this case, ap- the national welfare?
These, it
proving. On other subjects, there seems to me, are questions which
is a variety of opinion on both sides the Congress has the duty to conof the question.
Obviously, with sider.
respect to the latter situation, I
In developing my own conclucannot agree with all of the writers, sions with respect to the budget,
I am sure, from their tone, that I shall use the following guide
most of them are looking, not prim lines •
arily for agreement, but for an
1. That every effort must be
honest and reasoned statement of made to achieve a balance between
| income and outgo.
my position.
The subjects which I find dis ' 2. That this objective must give
cussed most in these letters from way to the requirements of na
home are education, the budget, tional survival if there is no other
labor-management relations, and alternative.
the current international crisis. I
3. That the requirements of nawelcome them all and try to an 1 tional survival include adequate deswer them thoughtfully. However, fense and proper concern for the
the volume of mail makes it im- economic climate and opportunities
possible for me to give as com- for advancement of Jess favored
plete and thorough an answer as 1 peoples.
would like.
From time to time.
4. That we must vigorously attherefore, I will utilize these News- tack many problems on the domesle tiers for the purpose of discussing tic scene which, if long-ignored,
in more detail some subject which threaten the health and growth of
the mail reveals to be of interest our economy and undermine our
to Maine people.
ability to meet essential national
The subject I have selected for needs, both at home and aboard,
this Newsletter is the Budget.
' 5. That, included in these domes

Several Famous
Personages Met
Death Past Year

I
With the April 15 deadline for
Between the launching of the first
filing Federal income tax returns U. S. satellite and the overthrow’ of
month away, Am-eri- Cuban dictator Fulgencio Batista,
only about
cans were reminded today that the year 1958 saw the deaths of
much of the money they spent en many notable persons.
health insurance premiums in 1958
Some of those whose names are
may be deducted as a medical ex listed in The World Book Encyclo
pense.
pedia Yearbook were famous when
The Health Insurance Institute, they died—others were forgotten.
taking note that the Bureau of In
The deaths of Tyrone Pow’er,
ternal Revenue urges all taxpayers Mike Todd and Ronald Colman
to use every possible legitimate de made the headlines.
duction, has issued a series of help
Less well known perhaps was Al
ful reminders to the tax-conscious bert Smith, the inventor of the
Jane and John Does of the nation. Vitagraph. one of the first successLast year. Americans paid $4.6 ful motion picture projectors,
billion in health insurance pre-1 Most of the public may not have
miums to insurance companies.! recognized the name of entertainer
Blue Cross-Blue Shield, and other . Maude Nugent when she died. But
plans which provided coverage for | they probably have heard of
the cost of hospital and medical . “Sweet Rosie O'Grady”, one of the
care. A substantial portion of the . songs she composed.
sum can be deducted.
However, I The sports world lost Mel Ott.
it is w’ell to remember that if! who hit 511 home runs for the New
FOOD CHAIN HONORS tOLNutii A.w
hood Stores ollieiaUy launched its
you're to come out ahead by item York Giants, ranking third among
IOOth anniversary with the unveiling of a 15-ineh bronze medallion, a memorial to George
izing your expenses on Internal baseball greats. Baseball also lost
Huntington Hartford, who founded the pioneer food chain in 1859. and his two sons, George
Revenue Form 1040. then your 1958 Leon Cadore, the Brooklyn Dodger
L. Hartford and John A. Hartford. Shown with the medallion at the A&P headquarter* In
medical expenses and other de pitcher who hurled all 26 innings
New York’s Graybar building is Ralph W. Burger, national president and chairman of the
board, who formally launched the company’s Centennial.
ductible expenses should exceed in the longest game in major
10 per cent of your gross income. league history in 1920.
For those taxpayers who elect
While the music world sang the
Health Information Foundation de possibly longer, the Foundation
reported. Moreover, “no break in to itemize their expenses, here are blues for W. C. Handy. Tin Pan
clared today.
Alley noted the passing of Cana
some hints from the Institute:
In its monthly statistical bulle the safety of the vaccine has
1. All health insurance pre dian-born Alfred Bryan, who wrote
shown
up
since
1955.
”
tin. Progress in Health Services,
Current research efforts cited miums. except on loss of income the lyrics for “Peg O' My Heart” >
i the Foundation pointed out that
policies, count as a legitimate and “There’s Danger In Your
the number of cases of paralytic by the Foundation include an at
medical expense.
On the other Eyes, Cherie”. Another composer:
Recent progress against paraly polio rose in 1958 after declining tempt to develop a more powerful
hand, medical bills paid by your who died was British-born William
tic polio is threatened by the fact each year since the introduction vaccine that can be taken by
mouth. But “universal immuniza health insurance are not deduct Hailing, who wiote the U. S. Mili
that only half the U. S. popula of the Salk vaccine in 1955.
tary Academy’s official march.
tion
”
with
even the
present ible.
tion under the age of 40 has had
“Public apathy about the in
2. All medical expenses not “West Point Forever”.
vaccine
could
signal
“
the
virtual
the full series of Salk inoculations. jections may be an unfortunate
Nationalist China lost a friend in
end of mankind’s most destruc covered by your health insurance
result
of scientific
progress.”
are tax-deductible to the extent j General Claire Chennault. whose
tive diseases.”
tic problems, among others, are said George Bugbee, Foundation
that they and your health insurance “Flying Tigers” made history over
educational deficiencies; agricul president.
“Recent
advances
premiums exceed three per cent China during World War II.
tural surpluses and
depressed against polio have been so strik
Clyde Pangborn, who flew’ from
of your gross income. Exceptions
farm income; urban blight; adjust ing that many people may lock
are drugs and medicines, which are Tokyo to Washington state in 1931
ment to the rapid changes in tech upon it as a disease of the past.”
treated as medical expenses only to make the first non-stop Pacific
nology. production capacity, and
Up to a few years ago. the
in excess of one per cent of your flight, passed away.
Pasteurized, homogenized, irra gross income.
standards of living which Jeave Foundation reported, “polio was
While East and West were
all those big words on the
communities, areas, and people a wide-spread and constantly in diated
3. Salary received while sick, launching their missiles, the pro
economically stagnant and sub creasing danger, and little could milk bottle or carton — what do and received under wage continua ducer of the first rocket-powered
stantially less than fully productive be done to control it.’’ The num they mean to you and your fam tion plans paid for by employer j aircraft Germany’s Ernst Heinkel,
in the national interest.
ber of cases in this country rose ily? What labels should you look contributions, can be deducted up [died.
Glamorous women around the
6. That national resources, hu steadily through the first half of for when you buy milk?
to $100 a week after a seven day“Pasteurized” means that the waiting period.
man and material, are sufficient to the century, reaching a peak of
However, the world will long remember French
milk has been processed by heat waiting period does not apply if j fashion designer Lucien Lelong.
meet national needs if we have the almost 58.000 in 1952.
With the coming of the Salk to destroy bacteria. This process, you were hospitalized for at least While Frederick Wierk is immorintelligence and the will to utilize
vaccine, however, the incidence developed by Louis Pasteur, has one day or if you were out of work talized by the unglamorous quonset
them fully.
I huts he designed for World War II
7. That none of this can be ac dropped sharply, and in 1957 only been in use for many years and it due to an accident.
4. Although premiums paid on servicemen.
complished unless all of us are 5.500 cases (including 2.500 paraly- brings you milk you know is safe.
willing to work harder, accept tic) were reported. “The evidence In very special cases a doctor may loss of income policies are not de-i In a class by himself was Javier
greater responsibilities, and con is now overwhelming.” said the recommend raw milk, in which ductible, dividends and benefits on Pereira, a Colombian Indian who
I claimed to be 167-years-old in 1956
tribute more to the common effort. Foundation report “that the full case it should be “Certified”. This policies are tax-free.
series of three or more Salk in- means it has been processed under
5. Maximum deductions allowed when he visited the United States.’
8. That the net result of such
oculations provides a high level of special regulations and guaranteed on medical expenses are $2,500 per New York doctors, however, were
an effoit can be a richer and fuller
protection from paralytic polio.” pure by a medical commission.
person but they may be multiplied more conservative1—they said he 1
life for ourselves in a world mov
“
Provisional
figures
for
1958
inAt
an
additional
cost,
you
can
by the number of your exemptions was “perhaps” more than 150ing toward peace and economic and
years-old.
dicate that the number of cases buy milk that has been homogen- up to a maximum of $10,000.
social improvement for all peoples.
rose to more than 6.000 including ized. The fat has been broken down
6- Persons 65 years of age or
There are objectives which will
3,100 paralytic cases.
Most of ‘ so that the cream stays mixed older who are disabled may now- animals under control.
not be achieved tomorrow. How
“So far this year." the chief
ever, I believe them to be ob last year's victims were persons throughout the milk and doesn’t deduct up to $15,000 for 1958 mediwho had not been fully vaccinal?, rise to the top. This saves you the cal expenses. Uncle Sam also has I warden says,
more deer have ■
jectives toward which we must
ed. and local epidemics were con-! trouble of shaking the bottle before waived the three percent lulling for been killed by dogs than last year
work.
centrated among the less ad pouring a glass of milk. Whether all taxpayers 65 and older, although at this time.
Some areas have *
vanced
socio-economic
groups, this is an important saving in en the one per cent drug and medicine been especially hard hit, among'
where levels of vaccination were ergy to you is a personal matter. deduction still applies.
them Litchfield. Dresden. Au- j
lowest.
7. Other
medical
expenses,' gusta, Chelsea and Richmond.”
If your family is in any way re“The major problem today is to lated to the Jack Spratts. you may which are all or partially deduct-1 Ingraham pointed out that we
bring the benefits of the Salk find it better to buy milk that has ible, include ambulance fees, artifi- are coming into the period w-hen
vaccine to the entire population, not been homogenized and pour off cial limbs and teeth, braces, eye crust conditions w-ill be at their
especially those under age 40.” the cream for the use of those who glasses, hearing aids, and trans- WOrst for the deer and best for the
the Foundation stated. Estimates need a little extra fat. The import portation foi- medical treatment, j attacking dogs. Maine law says
by the National Foundation for the ant food values are in the milk it
If you have sticky going figuring that dogs may not run loose, in
end of 1958 indicates that 41 mil self. Of course, most of the flavor out your medical expenses now. the February and March, in areas
lion persons in this age group had of the milk is in the cream. Institute offers this final pointe
where there are deer.
and Skimmed milk can taste a bit flat. Keep careful records for next year
not been vaccinated at
Most dog ow’ners gladly co-oper
an additional 16 million were in
ate in preventing the useless
You can also buy "Irradiated” starting today!
completely vaccinated.
slaughter of deer. Ingraham says.
or fortified milk with Vitamin D
“Only 57 million—one half of th*' added, also at additional cost. We
His appeal at this time is simply
poulation of this age group- had all know’ that Vitamin D, the sun
a reminder that bad snow condi
had the full series of three or vitamin, is good for us, but if your
tions are with us and will be for
more shots.
Vaccinations were family gets enough Vitamin D from
several weeks.
distressingly few during 1958. Th*' other sources, there is no need to
This spring with its deep snows
need is sharpest at the preschool pay extra for it in milk.
Your has proven to be a bad one for
ages and at 20-39, where only 45 family doctor will advise you on deer in several sections of Maine
and 30 per cent, respectively, are this point.
w’here dogs have been killing the
fully vaccinated.”
The labels on your milk are for whitetails with comparative ease.
Medical authorities suggest that y0Ur information and protection, Chief Game Warden Elmer H. In
the Salk vaccine protects against Xevei allow your family to drink graham is asking that dog owners
polio for at least three years and milk from an unknown source.
make an extra effort to keep their

Public Apathy In
Polio Prevention
Indicates Trouble

Milk Isn't Just
Milk Today

Haskell & Corthell
MEN'S SHOP

PRE-EASTER SALE CONTINUES

o

Deer Killings By
Dogs On the Rise

THRU SATURDAY

ENTIRE STOCK OF
CLOTHING, FURNISHINGS AND FOOTWEAR

... REDUCED AT LEAST 10% ...

(A

THE LUCKY PRIZE WINNERS OF THE DOOR PRIZES SATURDAY WERE:
1st Prize, Curiee Suit, Douglas MacFall, Camden; 2nd, Guyer Hat, Spat Wadsworth, of
Camden; 3rd, Arrow Shirt, Clarence Wellman, Camden; 4th, Wembiy Tie, Gertrude Snow*
deal; 5th, Edgerton Sheas, Lillian Daman, Thomaston; 6th, Peter Pan Shoes, Helen Crass,
Rockland; 7th, Kadattes, Donald Overiack, Rockport.

- n

do Your taster Shopping At These Low
Pre-Easter Sale Prices
Men's Reg. $4.00 White Wash-n-Wear

Reg. $39.95

DRESS SHIRTS
SPECIAL - $2.98

SPRING TOPCOATS
$26.99

Men's Reg. $3.95 Broadcloth and Cotton

3-WAY KNIT JACKETS
ONLY - $13.99

most flattering with Spring’s

short-skirt silhouette

—.

Men's Reg. $19.95 Suede

SPORT SHIRTS
2 for $5.00
Men's Reg. $3.50

Colton Flannel Shirts
SALE PRICE - 2 for $4.00

Reg. $9.95 All Wool

FLANNEL SLACKS
SPECIAL - $7.99

Pumps as you love them—with

foot-moulding slimness,
smart trims, shapely heels. Many
are brand-new CISH UN SOFT

Boys' $14.95

pumps, so light, so soft, so flexible,
they re the most delicious luxury

LEATHERETTE JACKETS
SALE PRICE-$8.99

in shoes. Come in today for the
ultimate flattery in pumps.

One Group of

A Special Buy In Boys'

Trellii

BOYS' FLANNEL SHIRTS

JACKETS AND COATS

Values to $2.98

Regular Values to $14.95

$11.95

Now $1.49 - or 2 for $2.00

ONLY - $4.99

Haskell & Corthell - Men's Shop
Camden, Maine

Phone CE 6-3284
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today’s
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Chanel
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SEE THE NEW SPRING QUEEN QUALITY AND ENNA JETTICK SHOES IN OUR
REMODELED SHOE DEPARTMENT

DIAL CE 6-3284CAMDEN, MAINE
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NEW, TRIM, AND
VERY HANDSOME
You’ll bt* delixhted with our
ni-w M-lertlon in Curler »ult«.
Cool, comfortable, and hand
somely styled in the new natu
ral manner, a Curiee suit is
right In every detail. Longwearing fabrics, skillful tailor
ing. and a modest price make a
Cnrlee suit yonr best buy. Come
in and see them today.

$4730 to $59.95
CURLEE SUITS, SPORT COATS
AND SLACKS
ARE ALL

Reduced 10%
THIS WEEK
For Our Pro-Eustor Sula

Haskell & Corthell—Mei’s Shop
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Haskell & Corthell
Men's Shop
CAMDEN. ME.
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Gasoline Taxes
Deductible In

THOMASTON
News and Social Items, Notices arid Advertisements may be sent
or telephoned to
MRS. MAXINE MAHONEY, 6$ MAIN STREET, TEL. 318

Income Tax

Burns received his one year perfect
attendance p.n. Den Seven won the
“Cubby’’ for having the most par
ents present.

CAMDEN
MRS. KENNETH HERRICK
Correspondent
Telephone CEdar 6-2197

With the approach of the April
Arcana
Lodge.
Knights
of
Pythias, will hold a regular meet
ing at 7.30 p m. Wednesday at the
K of P Hall. The rank of Esquire
will be worked on one candidate.
Plans will be made for April 18
where Ossipee Lodge of Kezar Falls
will be here to work the rank of
Knight.
A nominating committee was
elected Thursday evening at the
Williams-Brazier Post, American
Legion, as Chairman Albert Welch
Arthur Anderson, Enos Verge and
Philip Fernold.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Rankin
have returned to Sanford after
being weekend guests of their sonin-law and daughter. Mr. and Mrs.
Raymond Edgerly.
The executive board of the PTA
w’ill meet at 7.30 p. m. Thursday
at Green Street School.
Those from town attending the
Ice Follies in Bangor over the
weekend were Chief of Poiice and
Mrs. Alfred Teed, Mr. and Mrs.
William Young. Mrs. and Mrs.
Oliver Hahn and son William. Mr.
and Mrs. Arthur Anderson. Mr. and
Mrs. William Wallace, Mr. and
Mrs. Arthur Ifemey, and Mr. and
Mrs. Leon Beattie.
There will be a meeting of the
local merchants at 7.30 p. m. Wed
nesday at the fire station to hear
the report of the by-laws committee
appointed at the last meeting.
Boy Scout Troop 215 will meet
Wednesday at 7 p. m. at the Fed
erated Church.
A joint Maundy service will be
held Thursday at 7.30 p. m. in the
Federated Church with Baptist
Church members taking part.
There will be degree work at
the meeting of Grace Chapter,
OES, at 7.30 p. m. Wednesday at
the Masonic Temple.
Susan Dennison, a student at
Gould Academy, left Friday to join
her parents, Dr. and Mrs. Fred
erick Dennison, in Florida for
Easter.

ENDS TUES.:

Eve.

6.30-8.00

The We-Two Club met Monday at
6.30 p. m. at the Federated Church
vestry. Supper was served by Mr.
and Mrs. Richard Woodcock. Mr.
and Mrs. Paul Eastman, and Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Stackpole.
Mr.
and Mrs. Edgar Ames and Mr. and
Mrs. Forest Grafton had charge of
entertainment.
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Ristano of
West Springfield. Mass., have re
turned after spending a week with
her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Mr
Rodney
Jordan.
Cub Pack 215 will hold a pack
meeting Friday at 7 p. m.. at the
Federated Church.
William Flint, a student at Bow
doin College, Brunswick, is spend
ing a week’s vacation with his par
ents, Mr. and Mrs. William Flint.
The Firemen’s Auxiliary have
made plans to hold a cooked food
sale at 1 p. m. Saturday at the
fire station. The committee con
sists of Mrs. Russell Tabbutt. Mrs.
Arthur Adams and Mrs. Lloyd
smith.
The Friendly Circle wili serve a
spaghetti supper at 6 o'clock tonig'ht at the Federated Church.
Comm.ttee in charge are Mrs. Ma
rion Grafton, Mrs. Violet Adams.
Mrs. Marjorie Allen and Mrs. Rena
Wotton.
Mrs. Lois Richards has com
pleted a five day course in Girl
Scout leaders training in Portland.
Anyone from Cushing or Thomas
ton interested in Brownie or Girl
Scout
leaders training, contact
Mrrf. Richards and a class will be

— CO-FEATV RE —

PUBLIC PARTY

SCOTLAND YARD"

Every
WEDNESDAY - THURSDAY
EVENING, 6.30 - K.30
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Mrs. Harry Sweeney was hostess
:
to the Conti act Club Friday. Mis.
Ruth Rockwell won first prize.
:
The third and fourth degres were
worked Monday evening at the
Weymouth Grange Hall.
Mrs. Seth Higgins of Columbia
Falls is spending a few weeks with
her son-in-law and daughter, Mr.
and Mrs. Raymond Robinson.
Troop 3 Senior Scouts met last
week with Mrs. Walter Abbott and
worked on cancer dresings. Marylee Bener and Sandra Richards
were elected delegates to an area
senior planning board organization
meeting at Brunswick April 4.
They will be accompanied by lead-

formed.

"FORBIDDEN ISLAND"
"GIDEON OF

:

Wednesday Night
COMMUNITY BUILDING

7.30 F. M.
KNOX COVNTY

FISH AND GAME ASSN.
9-T-tl

15 deadline for Federal Income Tax
Mr. and Mrs. Avery Smith and
returns, Maine car owners were Mrs. William Stanley of Tewks
reminded today that a large pant of bury. Mass., were weekend guests
the gasoline tax they paid in 1958 j of Mr. and Mrs. Murray Smith.
I
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Heald of
is deductible.
| Orono were guests of her parents,
The Maine Petroleum Associa
1 Mr. and Mrs. Harold Ames.
tion. in issuing the reminder, noted
At the meeting of Amity Lodge,
that Internal Revenue Service in- AF&AM, held Friday evening the
structions specifically allow item
highlight of the evening was the
ized deductions for state gasoline presentation to ALlie O. Pillsbury
taxes, auto license fees and state of a 50 year veterans pin.
The
and local retail sales taxes. The
presentation was made by Right
added three cent federal gasoline Worshipful John VV. E. Felton, Past
tax, however, is not deductible.
District Department Grand Master.
Maine’s state gasoline tax. now
The following veteran pin holders
seven cents a gallon, was the same
were also present. Arthur Walker,
in 1958. and cost motorists a total John Paul, who has been a Mason
of $22 million.
for 69 years in July, J. A. Brewster
John G. Ronayne, chairman of
and John Foster Heald. The third
the Association, said that many car
degree was worked on Dean R.
owners, in computing their gaso
Mayhew. A baked ham supper was
line tax deductions, may be sur
served by the Seaside Chapter,
prised to discover how much they
OES
pay in gasoline taxes in the course
Maiden Cliff RebekaK Lodge will
of a year.
meet on Wednesday evening at 7.30
He noted that 875 gallons a year
p. m.
is the figure the U. S. Bureau of
Miss Evelyn Thompson, book
Public Roads gives as the average
keeper at the Camden Community
consumption of motor fuel per
Hospital, is enjoying a week's va
vehicle in Marine, but he pointed
cation from her duties.
out that this is merely a guide.
Celebrates 16th Birthday
and that individual gasoline tax de
Miss Barbara Meservey, daugh
ductions must be computed in
terms of actual car usage and fuel ter of Mrs. Winnifred Meservey,
consumption.
celebrated her 16th birthday re
cently with a party at the home of
ers, Mrs. Warrene Barr and Mrs. Mrs. John Young. Refreshments of
sandwiches, birthday cake and ice
Joseph Richards.
Carroll Foster of Woodmont. cream were served from a table
Conn.. Mr. and Mrs. Michael Ris- decorated in pink and white.
Those present were: Albert Robi
tano of West Springfield, and Mr.
and Mrs. Rodney Jordan were Sun- shaw of Rockland. Kenneth Trout,
day dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs. Harold Wentworth, Stephen Ross
and Faye Richardson of Friend
Philip Fernald.
The Swinging Beavers entertained ship Michael Noyes, Linda Erskine.
the patients of the Veterans’ Hospi Regina Pitts, Robert Young. Char !
lotte Billings of Rockland. Kathy
tal in Togus Monday evening.
i
The Thomaston Baptist Youth Kingsley of Belfast and Douglass I
Laaka
of
Cushing.
Assisting
Mrs.
Fellowship Group attended a spe
I
cial Easter District Rally in Cam Meservey were Mis. Young and
Mrs.
Robishaw.
Barbara
received
den Friday evening.
The group
also attended a rally in Rockport many lovely gifts.

Monday evening. The guest speak
er was Rev. Lewis Brown Baptist
Missionary of Belgian Congo.
Carroll Foster has returned to
Woodmont. Conn., after visiting
relatives in town.
A meeting was held at the Leg.on Home Sunday and plans were
made for the 4th of July celebration
featuring a parade. Dick Wilcott
Show and a special street dance.
Committees in charge are: Cochairmen. Arthur Henry and Har
lan Keyes; chairman of parade
committee. Hazen Cook; secretary,
Robert Feyler;
treasurer, Roy
Swanholm; publicity, Roland Hahn
and Arthur
Anderson; special
events, Albert Barlow.
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Kangas an
nounce the birth of a second son.
Paul Joseph, born March 21. at
Beth Israel Hospital, Boston. Mrs.
Kangas is the former Nancy Liuzza
of Rockland.

TUESDAY - WEDNESDAY

KNOX

EVENINGS 1 SHOW 7 P. M.

NOTE: EVENINGS ONLY, 1 SHOW AT 7 P. M.
•SIOI X IPBISING" AT 7 I’. M. — “SEMINOLE" AT 8.30

MIGHTY
MEN OF Kt

J^CHANDIER

ACTION!

MOM WF MI PSFSFCN I'rW OVERMAN
BRIAN DONIEVY ’r’t.Sq’CECIl B DiMRLE

*-*»««« tv WAITER Df IEOH, f COT S'JLttVAN
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2
MIGHTY
HITS!

M i ston N ERNEST HAYCW • A Primocnt R» Rfle«$<

Ralph-Libby Nuptials

When making out your will re
member your church and your
hospital.
MRS. PHOEBE W. HARMON
Mrs. Phoebe VV. Harmon. 82 oi
Camden, died in Camden Sunday,
after a brief illness.
A resident of Camden the past
20 years. Mrs. Harmon was born
in Jonesboro. Oct. 20. 1876. the
dau: hter of Josiah and Josephine
Whitney Whitney.
She was a member of the Monu
ment Square Methodist Church cf
Camden; a member of the WSCS
of that church and of Ivy Chap
ter. OES, of Warren.
Surviving are two sons. Gilbert
Hannon of Camden and James
Harmon of Boston; a daughter
Mrs. Howard Henderson of Cam
den; five brothers, Caiman Whitn
Ralph Whitney. Colin Whit
ney and Wellman Whitney. all of
Jonesboro and Dewey Whitney of
Milford. Mass., and three sisters.
Mis. Benjamin Varney of Jones
boro, Mrs. Lionel Dinsmore of
Camden and Mrs. I. D. Redimark
er of Addison.
Friends may call at the* Laite
Funeral Home in Camden Tues
day (today).
Funeral services will be held
Wednesday at 2 p. m. from tne
Jonesboro Union Congregational
Chuich with Rev. David R. Hickland of the Monument Square
Methodist Church of Camden officiating.
Interment
will be at Court
Street Cemetery in Machias.

LEWIS A. ROBERTS
Lewis A. Roberts, 77. of Friend
ship died in Rockland Friday. He
was born at Nova Scotia, March
22. 1881. the son of William and
Nettie Hayes Roberts.
Survivors include three sisters,
Mrs. Bessie Ross and Mrs. Rena
Douglas, both of Brockton. Mass.,
and Mrs. Eva Goucher of Indianipolis, Ind.: three nieces and two
nephews.
Prayers were said at the Waltz
Funei al Home in Waldoboro Sunlay at 2 p. m. with Rev. James A.
Purington officiating
Funeral services were held at
7-19 Congress street in Portland at
1 p. m. Monday, with interment in
Forest City C mete: y in Portland.

Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Libby
announce the marriage of their
daughter, Pauline Lucille, to Ward
M. Ralph, son of Mrs. Margaret
Ralph and the late Ward M. Ralph
of Waldoboro.
The ceremony took place on
March 12th at
the
Methodist
Church in Waldoboro, with Rev.
Philip G. Palmer officiating. They
were attended by Mr. and Mrs.
John Parlin of Waldoboro.
The bride wore a street length
dress of winter white with red ac
cessories.
Mrs. Parlin wore a
street length dress of navy blue
with a yellow corsage.
The couple will make their home
in Waldoboro, where Mr. Ralph
’’RS. ANNE K. FREEMAN
is the manager of the Waldoboro
Mrs. Anne E. Freeman. 79. of
Feed Company.
East Winthrop died March 19 in
Augusta after a long illness.
Cub Scout Pack Meeting
The monthly meeting of Cub
She was born in Barrie. Ontario.
Scout Pack 200 was held Friday April 15. 1879
evening. March 20, at the Congre
Mrs. Freeman lived in Bangor
gational Church Parish House un for many years and came to East
der the direction of Cubmaster Gil Winthrop 15 years ago.
bert Jaeger. Dens Two. Four and j Surviving are one daughter,
even presented colorful skits in Mrs. Charles Harris of Augusta,
relation to the theme of the month. one stepson, Carl E. Freeman of
“Royal Canadian Mounted Police'. Glen Cov< ; a grandson, William
The Cubmaster presented the foi-1 North Harris of Augusta and one
lowing awards: Bobcat Pins. Kim stepgi andson. Richard Freeman
ball Larsen and William Drisko; of Glen Cove.
Wolf Badge, Daniel Lane; Bear' Funeral services were held in
Badges. Richard Bradford, K< n- Augusta March 21.
neth Lawton and Gilbert Jaeger;
Silver Arrows, Warren Robert*. LEON EARNER STAPLE’S
Leon Carver Staples died March
Terry Lunt and St< v< n Desy; one
year service stars, Freddie McFar 17 at his home in Stamford. Conn.
past yeai his h alth
land. Chris Jaeger and Johnny During I
Burns; Assistant Denner’s Stripe. had failed and he was confined to
Kenneth Bailey. For attending a' his home, vet enjoyed his friends
Den and Pack meetings, Johnny and his books until the end.
Mr. Staples was born March 26.
1880 in North Haven, the oldest
son of the late Mary Eliza Carver
and Corydon S. Staples. Through
out his life he was primarily in
terested in public school educa
tion.
Following his graduation
from Colby College in 1902 he

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
took a position as head of the
science department of Danbury
High School in Danbury, Conn.
From then until he retired in 1945
he devoted his life to the building
of better educational programs for
Connecticut schools.
Only once
did he interrupt this career, when
he returned to the Island of his
birth and entered the grocery
business established by his fath
er. where he remained from 1913
to 1918. Even then he continued
his interest in education by accept !
ing the position of superintendent
'
of the North Haven schools.
Following his
retirement as ,
head of the Stamford schools, he
turned his interests toward help
ing create a museum in that city,
realizing that the rapid expansion
of cities gave children little op i
portunity to explore the fields and ;
woods and learn directly from na I

The RFD Club met at the home
of Mrs. Mickey Brown on Wednes
day evening. David Brown spoke
to the group on “Area School Pro
gram”. Plans were made during
the business meeting to have a
Johnson Society met Wednesday speaker on Civil Defense for the
Also in
afternoon at the home of Miss Ma first meeting in April.
rion Weidman on Russell Avenue. April, First Aid Classes will be held
at the Grange Hall with Fire Chief
Members worked on a quilt.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Crockett Allen Payson of Camden as in
and son Charles were guests Sun structor.
day of her parents. Mr. and Mrs. < James McGrath was honored at
a birthday party on Saturday with
Charles Carver. West Street.
Rockport Lions Club met Thurs-I Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Robbins and
day evening at the club room for its Mr. and Mrs. William PerpaJl as
guests.
regular meeting.
The executive board of the • Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Heal and
Rockport Garden Club will meet son Eutch were Saturday evening
Tuesday afternoon at 1.30 at the guests of Mr. and Mrs. Earl Pearse
home of Miss Hazei Wall on Pas- and family.
Mrs. Pauline Moulton of Sebago
cal Avenue.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Hocking Lake was a weekend guest of her
ture the science of living things,
he developed a new concept of a • and children have moved from the parents, Mr. and Mrs. E. L. True.
Homer Smith of South Portland
city museum.
Today the Stam ■ Leonard Ames home on School
is a guest of Mr. and Mrs. William
ford Museum is a
nationally Street to the Corthell apartment on
Wright.
known
institution.
The
large ' Pascal Avenue.
The Health Council will meet at
Rockport
Extension
Service
met
building housing hundreds of com
the home of Mrs. Ruth Pearse on
plete exhibits is surrounded by Thursday for an all day meeting at
April 1st at 9.30 a. m.
many acres of land in their ! the Lions Club room with 25 memHope Grange met on Monday
natural state.
Small lakes are I bers present. A meat loaf dinner
evening and voted to fix the
alive with interesting water birds ' was served by the dinner commit! tee, Mrs. Jeanette Dennison, Mrs. shingles on the back of the hall and
and one of the Maine Coast seals
to put more cupboards in the
lives happily there.
The West H ida Biggins and Mrs. Ethel
kitchen downstairs. E. L. True,
Peers.
Mrs.
Carlene
Nutt
spoke
on
Hartford teachers are making a
Clifton Robbins and William Wright
fund available to the museum as “Accessories For Your Home”.
Mr. and Mrs. Philip Grant enter on the committee. A colored movie
a memorial to him.
was shown by Lecturer John Wil
He is survived by his wife. Har tained in honor of their seventh
son preceding the meeting.
Re
riet Corro Staples; two daughter, wedding anniversary. The birthday
freshments were served by Mrs.
of
Paul
London
was
also
observed.
Miss Cornelia Staples and Mrs.
Faith Hart and Mrs. Joye Pearse.
Miriam Staples Ackroyd of Con Those present were: his father.:
Mrs. Mabel Wright was a week
necticut.
He also leaves two Earl Grant. Mr. and Mrs. Paul
end guest of her sister and family,
grandchildren. Gail and Thomas London and children, Linda and
Mr. and Mrs. Duncan Anderson, in
Ackroyd of Avon, Conn., and one Paulette, Henry Severance, Peggy
South Portland.
j and Ramona Grant.
brother. Scott Dana Staples of
; Harbor Light Chapter, OES. will i
Rutherford. N. J.
A heap of trouble could be
Funeral services were held at I hold their installation Tuesday eve-i avoided if people didn't use so
ning at the Masonic Hall at 8 p. m.
the Bouton S. Reynolds Funeral
Cub Scouts of Den Six met Thurs- ( much imagination.
Home of Stamford, Conn., with
day after school at the home of i
Dr. Russell M. McGown of th?
their Den Mother, Mrs. Mildred j
BEST FUEL DEAL
First Congregational Church offi
Roberts, wis seven present. Cubs j
ciating. Burial was in the family
made totem poles and had a discus
IN TOWN!
lot of the Sea View Cemetery at
sion on Cub Scouting in Canada, i
North Haven. Committal service
Danny Lane has passed schieve-!
was conducted by Rev. George R.
ments four, eight, nine and eleven. ‘
Merriam of the Baptist Church.
Refreshments were
served by
Bearers were Vernon L. Bev
Richard Bradford. The next meet
erage, Oscar Waterman. Arthur
ing will be Thursday after school.
Emerson. Lloyd Whitmore, Law
Cub Scouts of Den Seven met
rence Grant and Elston Beverage.
Thursday after school with Den
• Mother Mrs. Anita Grant.
Cubs
! practiced their skit and made card
BURKETTVILLE
The Burkettville Extension As board snowshoes. New songs were
sociation meeting was held at Mrs. rehearsed. Friday, the Cubs with
Alice Robbins’ in Washington Vil their Den Mother went out after fir •
lage March 19 with 10 present. The trees to be used in their skit. The
subject was
“Accessories For next meeting will be held Thursday
after school.
You.”
Mrs. Marjorie Ludwig,
who is the clothing leader, was un ; Joy Rhodes, daughter of Cecil
SOIAR HEAT
able to attend the training class in Rhodes and Mrs. Virginia Hawes,
Rockland. Mrs. Dorothy Childs of is a patient at the Camden Com
munity Hospital.
Rockland came to conduct the
meeting for her.
Dinner was
The force of habit is the only
234 PARK ST.
TEL. 1371
served at noon by the hostess.
POCKIANB MAIVF
force that motivates some people.'
Those present were: Mrs. Dorothy
Childs, Mrs. Marjorie Ludwig.
Mrs. Calkin. Mrs. Edna Miller,
Mrs. Chloe Roy. Mrs. Gladys Linscott, Mrs. Nettie Grinnell, Mrs.
Athlene Blake, Mrs. Anna Luce
on your name only
and Mrs. Alice Robbins.
or on other plans
Extension Service
agents in
Men
and
women
—
married
or
single, are assured
Maine recognize the weekly news
of prompt, personal service and a convenient
papers as a very valuable way of
monthly payment plan.
reaching farmers, homema'kers,
4-H club members, and the public.
IN HOCKMND
They released nearly 5.000 news
359 Main St., 2nd floor
Phone: 1720
stories last year.

(J H

MRS. HERBERT CROCKETT
Correspondent
Telephone CEdar 6-3592

GULF SOUR IIEAT
...the world'*

finest

heating oil

Maritime Oil Co.

LOANS

$25 to *1500

IN t DAY

LIFE INSURANCE AT NO ADDITIONAL COST

The first recorded Christmas
celebration in
North
America
took place on St. Croix Island.
Maine, in 1604, The New England
Council reports.

EDSEL INVASION SUCCESSFUL

/jiedical

HOPE

ROCKPORT
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PUBLIC FINANCE
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clzsa:

• “Problem" Eaters
lint can I tin to improve
M, youngster's a p pet ite?f ’—.4
irorrirfl nmlh

V

A. Pc
appetite in the reason
ably hcalihy. normal youngster
is more oip n due to parents than
to so,ne condition affecting the
c: ild Oi I
5 to i mei iber is
that children are usually able to
decide how much to eat. There

can be too much at-the-table
foicing,
and bribing. A
New Orleai locto r< verses this
app oi
s that fi od
made h.id-to-get will be more
desired. He whets the appetite by

ter and fruit

Built as a medium priced car-

now priced with many models of

juices lor one d. y; u.uer. fruit
juices ai d fresh fruits the second
day. Small helpings of meat or
eggs. fruiL. vegetables and bread
are permitted the third and fourth
days. “Seconds are gr en only
when the child a ks lor them,

• Thousands of distinctively styled Edsels moving

p.v the fifth
tins ph rician,

out of showrooms each month.

tl

Ironwr
| INSURED

— 3rd and additional pairs: 21 days.

iccording to
starved**

youngster will often eat all of
anything put before him.

• Sales up 28% over same month last year.

z

uanccTiatiA

• Many Edsel extras are included in same low price.

Chevrolet, Plymouth and Ford.

Answers do not necessanlv reflect
the opinion of all doctor . The '•agnosis and treatment of di
• is
the fum
' ' ;. ■
r(
■ e’cc'ed
to St it nt« I
P.0 B rx 396,
Maditon Sq. Sia . V.
]0, N. Y.
* ill be incorpo . - ' in these col*
umns ■ r'cn p >'1

• Two Edsel V-8’s and Economy Six all run
best on regular gas.
• See! Drive Edsel—the king-size value—now in

the low-price field.

A. C. McLOON & CO.
515 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND

I'TIO
Il|
H

j

1 »t pair: 7 days—2nd pairs 14 days

PHIARMACY
Fred [ Goodnow F top
Mo in I Fork St.
Phon** 446
16( kland Up

Perfect fit •

Perfect comfort

Most women who wear
ordinary stocking* need at

least 36 pairs per year —
With sheer lovely Ironwear
Insured Nylons, most women

need less than 10 poirs

• Perfect wear

• Perfect styling

Ackm's
Cantdeitr ?

(Koine

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturdof

USE OUR CLASSIFIED ADS
INEXPENSIVE - EFFECTIVE
FOR SEILING, BUYING, RENTING, SERVICES
HERE’S HOW LITTLE IT COSTS
Advertisements in this roluntn not to exceed three lines inserted
once for 30 cents, three times, one dollar. Additional lines 10 cents
for each line, half price each additional time nsed. Five small
words to a line.
Special Notice! All “blind ads” so called, I. e., advertisements
which rrquire the answers to be sent to The Courier-Gazette office
for handling, cost 25 cents additional.
A name should appear on all classified ads to secure best results.
Those with phone or street numbers only are not advised.
ALL CLASSIFIEDS—CASH
No classified ads will be accepted without the cash and no book
keeping will be maintained for these ads.
ALL MIST BE PAID FOR
As received except from firms or individuals maintaining regular
accounts with The Courier-Gazette. Count the Words—Fire to a
Line.

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

COMPLETE Blacksmith Shop
Equipment for sale; also, complete
house moving equipment, including
ropes, blocks, tackles, house jacks,
etc.
LESTER LaCOMBE. Tel.
2055.
36-47

ENTIRE EQUIPMENT of Flor
ence's Beauty Shop. 84 Pearl
Street. Camden, for sale.
TEL
CEdar 6-2315, or inquire at the
above address. Good opportunity
to open your own shop.
36-38

COMPLETE Line of Liberty built
14 FT. Kenwav Boat for sale,
trailers for sale, Palace, Hally. equipt with windshield, steering and
Pixey, Wedgewood;
also, used throttle control, cover and trailer.
trailers. PHIL S AUTO & TRAIL $600. TEL. 1088 .
34-36
ER CO.. Oakland Road. Waterv '’e.
Tel. TRinity 3-3241.
36-38

EGGS AND CHICKS

. USED Building Materials for
’sale: Lumber, doors, windows, etc.,
(LEMENTS CHOK E CHICKS
Grow faster, feather quicker.
moderately priced.
Also, hot air
furnace in good condition. $50; fur We highly recommend Clements
nace oil burner, gun type. $50. Red Rock Blacks because they
TEL. 849-J.
‘
35*38 have proved over the years the
best ail around bleed for table egg
COLDSPOT Li < •: .- Ri 1: ;g. : atoi
production in the State of Maine.
for sale.
Good condition.
84
We
also recommend Clements
PARK STREET.
36-41
White Leghorns, R. I. Reds. Golden
PORTABLE GE Television foi Crosses, Leghorn X Red Rock
sale. CALL 2070.
34-36 Cross.
Started chicks also avail
All chicks U. S. approved
ELEC. Refrig, for sale, medium able.
size, good cond. $35. R. S. JOR Pullorum clean. Reasonable prices
DAN. 6 Kelley Lane.
34*36 Strong guarantees. Over 50 years
fair dealing. Order today. Write
ZENITH Hearing Aid for sale; or phone CLEMENTS CHICKS
also. Presto fire
extinguisher, INC,. Di pt. RG. Winterport. Maine.
Pitcher pump. 1-5 drawer chest,
35-tf
truck dol.lv, and wool rug material.
THE BARGAIN SHOPPE. 235 Main
TO LET
Street. City.
34*36
SALE OF RECONDITIONED TVS
HEATED. Furnished. 3 Room
>21" Zenith. $85, and 17” Motorola, Apt. to let. Private bath. Adults
$40. BERNARD KALER. 56 Pleas No liquor.
McKUSIC, 67 Talbot
ant Street. Tel. 504-WK.
35*37 Avenue.
35-37
APT. in Warren to let. 4 rooms
1956 VOLKSWAGON Sedan foi
sale. $1100.
TEL. STate 5-3392. and bath, good cond.. kitchen stove
Union. Will consider trade. 35*37 furn. CALL CRestwood 3-2548.
_______________ ________
35’40
FURNITURE
and
Appliances
GARAGE to let.
WALTER
only for sale: Bureaus, $6 and up;
bedroom sets, $50; divanola, $25; GRIFFIN. 9 Griffin Avenue. Tel
35*37
refrigerator. $30; odd overstuffed 332-R.
chairs; lots more furniture and
FOUR Room Apt. with bath tc
combination stoves, assorted prices. let. 2nd fl., oil heat by tenant, elec,
Open 2 p. m. to 4 p. m. Saturday I stove and refrig., kitchen table and
at the hall. HARVEY GURNEY. chairs and a few other things fur
Union, Maine.
35*37! nished. Adults preferred. No dogs
11 FULTON STREET
SEVERAL Low Priced Cars and' or liquor.
__
34~tf
Trucks for sale. Also. Bolens gar
den tractor and equipment, sev
ALL New Apt. to let. 3 rooms
eral truck bod es, tra le s and used and bath, ground floor, best loca
auto parts. C. G. HAYES, North! tion. Cali THOMASTON 75-2.
No-ble'boro. Mail axldiress., RED 1.
62-tf
Waldoboro.
35*37
ONE Rm. Furn. Apt. to let
• COMB. Gas and Oil Ran*7 ~ heated, private bath. 1st floor.
sale. Like new. Tel. TENANTS Also. 2 unfuin. apts., 2nd floo
Ref. required.
45
}»ARBOR 43.
35 37 Adults only.
31-tf
“EGGOMATIC Car.d 1 «• r and ,Grad. r TALBOT AVENUE.
MODERN, Attractive, 4 Room.
for sale. Model 160. Call UNION
STate 5-2619 after 5 p. m.
34 36 Unfuin Apt. to let on Camden
BRIGGS and Stratton Ail-I’ui pos.- Street, with bath, hot water heating
2 H. P. Motor for sale. Just over system, elec, refrig, and range.
hauled. Price only $50. TEL. 597-R. Adults. Available March 21. TEL.
27-tf
34-36 1219.

FURNACES for oil, coal a<ndi
wood for sale, installed right now
at greatly reduced prices. No down
payment, take 3 to 5 years, terms
starting July. Guaranteed installa
tion requires only 6 hours.
Our
27th year.
Estimates.
Write
SUPERIOR HEATING CO. 351
Sherwood Street, Portland, Tel.!
BPruce 3-8617.
33*44
MONEY Maker for sale, lunch, I
frozen custard, fully . quipped, long
lease. $4,000. Write EGA, L The
Courier-Gazette.
31 *44
SEE 1959 Scott Outboards, Norjack Trailers, outboard supplies,
marine hardwares and commercial
fishing supplies. ROCKLAND BOAT
SHOP.
27-50

SAVEi/S’TO 1/2

FURNISHED, Heated Room to
let.
MAXINE MAHONEY, Tel.
Thomaston 318.
27*tf
UNFURN., Heated 3 Rm. Apt.
with bath to let, elec, stove and
refrig. TEL. 1616,_____________ 15-tf
30 GAL Gas Water Heater to
let.
$1.95 a month.
A. C. Mc
LOON COMPANY, Tel. 1510. 115-tf
CLEAN Furnished Apts, to let,
free lights and water, 2 to 4 rooms,
heated and unheated, $7 to $10
week. V. F. STUDLEY, Broadway,
Tel. 1234 or 77 Park Street, Tel.
*060
106-tf

THOMASTON House for sale,
$4,500
Tel. ROCKIAND 2365.

Coffin Comments
On Washington

WARREN

Friendship

to 8. D. M. r, The CourierGazette, Rockland.
35-tf

ORDERS taken for home cooked
food.
MRS. ROGER JAMESON.
Tel. Thomaston 94-5
34-36
DRESSMAKING and Alterations
done at 102 Union Street. Grovi
Street entrance.
Tel. 1680. EVA
AMES
32*37
GENERAL Repairs and Clean
Used Cars.
LEOS GARAGE

LOBSTER Trap Stock for sale $8,500
ALLEN
INSURANCE
Contact WM. C. HEMENWAY, Lin AGENCY. David H. Montgom :y.
colnville Beach.
Tel. Camden Pres.. Camden. Tel CEdar 6-2296 Lindsey Street
31-tf
CEdar 6-3971.
22-tf
36-11
WANTED To Buy:
Cottage or
ALUMINUM
Windows, Doors, ~EXECUTIVE S Home for sale in Lot on fresh water. 45 minute drive
Awnings and Siding for sale. KEN- Camden. 8 moms, If. baths, hot from Rockland. Write COTTAGE.
NISTON BROS. Tel. Rockland water heat, oil fired. Attached ga
The Courier-Gazette.
34-36
1430-W or CRestwood 4-2686. 15-tf rage-barn suitable
for
studio.
DL'NIjOP Imported Tires for Large plot of land. $17,500.
36-11
sale, for all Sports and Foreign
Male Clerk Banted, no
Cars. EASTERN TIRE SERVICE.
selling. Give age and pre
INC., Tel. 1555. Rockland.
9-tf

TRAP STOCK~F<>R SALE

B

actor and actress.
This is the
second year in succession War
ren has received the award for
the best play.
The coach both
MISS DORIS HYLER
years has been Mrs. Grace Wyllie.
Correspondent
Testing Our Resolution
Telephone CRestwood 4-2421 office The setting for the act was ar
On the banks of the river Spree
Telephone CRestwood 4-2038 home ranged by fellow students under
in the heart of East Germany.
the chairmanship of Ronald Over
I close to the Polish border, lies
look and Miss Nancy Howard and
The E. A. Starrett Auxiliary. they were James Perry. Terry the city of Berlin. About 2lf milSons of Union Veterans, will hold Overlock. Helene Howard. Cynthia ! lion people live anxiously in West
the regular meeting Wednesday Spear. Brenda Rcbinson. Nancy (or free) Berlin, a little over a
with a noon dinner with Mrs. Lucy '-aid they received much help • million in East (or communist)
Berlin. This is the cauldron set
Stimpson as chairman.
from Judy Di 11away and Sandra
Mr. and Mrs. Alan Ede, son Leino of the cast. Plants, blank- to come to a boil on May 27.
Howard, and Miss Patricia Burke ! ets and accessories were furnish ! when the Soviet Union has threat
of Worcester. Mass., spent the ed by interested residents of the ened to turn over to the East
weekend with her parents. Mr. and
Germans, the supervision of en
town and added much to the back
trance and exit to West Berlin.
Mrs. Richard Howard.
ground.
High school students, parents
I cannot hope to discuss all of
Mrs. LeRoy Norwood and Mrs.
the issues involved in this crisis.
and friends of the students taking
Leland Philbrook returned home
part in the one act play in the Saturday morning from New York I do feel that I cannot overempha
size certain points, which may be
Medomak Valley League Friday
City, where they had been since
evening at the Thompson Me Wednesday, having accompaned missed in the miles of copy that
morial in Union, were on hand to Miss Lois Norwood, who remain are written on the suibject.
First: This crisis is far more
see the group receive the award ed for several days visit.
for the best play and to see How
significant than Suez. Lebanon or
Due to illness, the meeting nf
ard Wiley and Sandra Leino re the Field and Garden Club which Quemoy. A major reason lies in
ceive the awards for the best was to have been held at the the fact that the crisis is in Eu
rope. and Europe is our strong
home of Mrs. Edna White, was
Without Europe the
WANTED
postponed.
Date will be an right arm.
nounced when this meeting will scale of material resources and
SALESMEN DR AGENTS
production
is tipped against us.
be held.
WANTED
With it. the scale balances in our
Need extra $25 to $50 weekly?
i fax or.
Route work on your day off and
Second.
West
Berliners are
evenings brings extra cash. Wife
being subjected to an incredible
may help too. Write McNESS CO..
war of nerves. They are testing
HELEN L. BAIRD
Dept. D. Candler Bldg., Baltimore
every utterance by anyone in a
Correspondent
2, Md.________________
36*lt
TeL TEmple 2-9954
position of public responsibility to
USED Folding Baby Carriage
find signs of caving in. The So
wanted in good condition.
CAL
Gary Thibodeau has returned viet is playing on fear and anxiety
649-W ,-itti ; 6 p. m.
36 It
to encourage business and capita;
HOUSEKEEPER wanted for wo home from the Miles Memorial
to leave West Berlin. It may ac
man alone. Live in. MRS. MILLS. Hospital in Damariscotta.
11 Masonic Street.
3J-tf
Mrs. Bertha Young has returned complish by psychology what it
“AVON COSMETICS would like to from Knox Hospital and is staying seeks to do by diplomacy— elmicontact women without previous ex with Mrs.
Minnie Newbert in nate the constant good of “show
case” free Berlin in the drab sur
perience, but who are willing to Thomaston.
work a few hours daily. Pleasant
roundings of East Germany.
Sherman F. Baird was in Au
friendly sales work.
Contact
Third: While it is vital for the
gusta
on
Friday.
FRANCES FIDES. Bowdoinham.
U. S. England. Fiance and West
Eight
members
of
the
WCTU
36-2?
Germany to be united, repeated
YC-l.'NG Couple with a 9 month met at the home of Mrs. Leslie D. assurances of "firmness” in the
Burns on Friday afternoon.
old baby desires to rent a first floo
abstract lose their potency. There
Mr. and Mrs. George Cook of
four room, furnished apt.
Call
MRS. RONALD LUMAN at 18
Rockland were Sunday callers of is also a danger that the most
meaning statements
will
____
36*38 Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth E. Thomp .will
carry some hint of softness on a
BUSINESS “OPPORTUNITY
son and Mrs. Nellie Thompson.
MAN OK WOMAN
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Benner and vital point that will strike terror
New Counter Type Electric Cigar children, Richard. Gary and Larry, into the heaits of our allies.
Fourth: Diplomatically, we are
ette Dispenser being introduced .r. of Camden were callers at the K. E
your area. Person being sought to
working with our allies on a num
Thompson home on Sunday
purchase machines and operate
her of items that must be confrom locations which we provide.
• sidered in connection with th*'
Two to ten machines for $499.00 tc
Berlin crisis.
I think we an
$2,495.00 required. We have hun Searsmont
making encouraging progress. W
dreds of operators operating from
I a re also making exhaustive con
MRS. ELINOR MacKENZIE
routes which we have provided
Correspondent
tingency plans relating to possible
throughout the nation.
For loc
Tel. Fireside 2-3824
details give phone and particulars,
ways in which a test of intentions
wiit. INTERNATIONAL SALES Ac
may arise in West Berlin on or
MFG. CO. OF NEW YORK. INC.
Airman Leon Lucas has been after May 27.
P. O. Box 2550. Grand Central Sta
Fifth: What is lacking is evitransferred to Fairfield Air Force
tion. New York 17. N. Y.
36*1
Base, Calif., and left this week by j lence that the urgency of the situ
SOMEONE
wanted to share
car accompanied by his father, ation is fully appreciated here and
home with middle-aged widow livDon Lucas, who will return by ‘hat we are resolved to honor ai’
ng alone. See MRS. OSCAR HAG
BERT. Clark Island, or call 21-M4 plane. Leon’s family will rema*in guarantees of freedom in West
There is some doubt a*
36-38 with Mr. and Mis. Don Lucas until ; Berlin.
Applications being accepted arrangements are made for them to whether our friends or the So
for experienced waitress for full in their new home. They have two viets are convinced of popular
ind part-time work. Apply in pe. small children so Mrs. Lucas will concern and the firmness of ouson. No phone information. KNO' fly to California later in the month. mentions.
RESTAU RANT.
35-tf
Mrs. Edith Barrett was a din
In order to remove doubt as to
SALES HELP W ANTED
ner guest of Mrs. Evelyn Lucas on ; our national will, there is grow
Men or women who enjoy meet Thursday.
ing sentiment in Congress for a
ing people getting around in health
Gardner Fuller and children are resolution expressing our determi
ful outdoor work. Learn a business with his mother, Mis. Agnes Ful nation. There are always risks
while you make money. Openings
ler, while Mrs. Faylene Fuller is in provoking a great debate on
in C. Lincoln County and City o
Rockland.
No layoffs.
Age no at the Waldo County General Hos such explosive issues as the Ber
But debate is the
handicap. Full or part time. Con pital where she recently gave birth lin question.
lifeblood of our democratic pro
act C. F. ORCUTT. 693 Main to a fine son. Gardner Wendall.
Street. Rockland, Maine.
Phone
, cess.
There is every reason to
391-W or write RAWEIGHS. Dept
hope that a resolution can be
LUST AMD FOUND
MEA-161-EE. Albany. N. Y.
drawn which will not handicap
15&19&24&27&31 &36
TOOK Wrong Overcoat Saturday he Executive, nor commit us to
COUPLE interested in buying light at Littlefield Church. L**?.' - any rigid position, but will re
cottage at minimum price. CAL
ng with Rev. Mr. Small. Rockport. emphasize our united determina
1027-W after 5.30 p. m.
34-36 VILUAM L. COTTON.
33 1 tion to honor our guarantees and
DEPOSITORS Tiust Cash Bag I obligations. This is a question to
containing money lost from car in
which I am giving major atten
.Man for stock inventory
Rockland. Reward. TEL. 76.
tion in connection with the work
anil delivery.
Write age.
of our European Subcommittee o'
education, and experience
the Committee on Foreign Affairs

REAL ESTATE

Buy a Custom Craft Boat Kit.
36*39
Over 40 models to choose from.
PERFECT Central Location for
Order now. easy terms.
THOM Village Home for sale, on double
ASTON OUTBOARD SHOP, West lot.
Enough bedrooms for good
Main Street. Thomaston.
24-36 size family. Bath. Good value at

I

Largest distributors of trap stock
in
coastal area.
No waiting,
largest supply of oak bows, lathes,
etc., on hand, low prices.
INDE
PENDENT LOBSTER CO, Rock
land, Tel. 303.
153-tf
BABY parakeets, Cages, Stands
toys for sale. Also, complete line
of bird foods for ’keets, canaries,
cockatiels, love birds, parrots and
finches. FOREST VIEW AVIARIES.
8 Booker Street. Thomaston. Maine
FOR SALK
Mrs. C. A. Swift, prop., Phone 374
Atti active home in central loca
7-tf tion with three bedrooms, bath
GOOD USED CABS
new central heating unit, double
We finance our own cars. No living room and large lot. $8,000
finance or interest charge. MUN
South End location with large liv
SEY AUTO SALES, 131 North Main ing room, fireplace and separate
street.
18-tf apartment. Six rooms in use by
mci2 LINOLEUEMS for sale, reg owner. $10,000.
Plenty of room for large family
ular $10.95 f or $6.95.
NORTH
EASTLAND
TRADING
POST. or may be easily converted to du
Thomaston.
1-tf plex. It has 10 rooms, two stair
ways. steam heat, full basement
PIPE FOB SALE
It can be
Black and galvanized. AU slxea, and complete bath.
low p—ces. BICKN El«I. MFG. GO , bought right, say. $4,400.
Poultry farm with all modern
Lime Street.
1-tf
home. 50 acres of land and capa
city for 3,000 layers. Inprovements
include two bathrooms, two fire
EXCELLENT SELECTION
places. beautiful kitchen and plenty
* Living Room Furniture
of water.
Ail buildings in first
* Bedroom Furniture
grade repair. Real good value at
e Children's Furniture and Ac $19,500.
cessories
Seven
acres and modernized
* AU Kinds ol Bedding
home.
Buildings include small
* Electrical Appliances ol every
barn, garage and attractive 7 room
type
home with new bath and fireplace.
* Modene Paints
Young orchard and nice tillage
SEE THEM ALL AT
land. Near town and ideal for re-1
tirement. $11,000.
MNTEO HOME SUPPLY CO.

tit Mala St.
TeL

aw

Bocklaad

Fa^i SmF
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See F. H. WOOD, Cout

Advartisa Ja Tka CovtaHteaatta

vious experience.
Write
MCW. r,
The CourierGaxette.
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SERVICES

RADIO AND TV SERVICE

Bernard C. Kaler, Jr.
7 Broad Street
__________________________ 35.77
SEPTIC Tanks and Cesspools
cleaned and serviced. Prompt 24
hour service. Same prices as in
Old Orchard. C. E. FENDERSON
SANITARY SERVICE. Tel. Rockland 1314.
31-39

Plastic Laminating
Wallet size photos, Social Security
cards, etc.. 39c ea.
TEE-JAY
PHOTOS. Box 481. Rockland
16-tf

SANDING SERVICE
New. and old floors made like
new
RAYMOND M. RICHARDS
120 North Main Street, Tel. 991-W

_________________________________ 6-tf

COPIES made of Important
paper*, discharge papers, deeds
birth certificates. While you wail
at GIFFORD'S.
«l-t»
R L. RICHARDS' Floor Sanding
Service. 20 years in business. 25
Franklin Street, Rockland, Tel. 952
__________________________________ 14-39

GENERAL Contracting wanteu
block foundations, chimneys, fire
Twenty-four Hoar Photo Service
places; also, asphalt roofing and »»b for tt at your local store or ai
general carpentering. P. E. WEB GIFFORD’S, Rockland, Maine.

BER, 248 Thomaston Street, Rock

1-tf

A

Dauis Puts New Ambulance In Service

The Davis Funeral Homes at Thomaston and Rockland have acquired the ambulance pictured to re
place* an older unit which has been sold to the ambulance corps of the Women's Auxiliary of the Friend
ship Fire Department. The new Memphian ambulance is built on a Plymouth chassis and was constructed
by the Memphis Coach Co. of Memphis, Tenn. .Mrs. Leah Brooks of the firm and her daughter, Lind*;,
went to .Memphis to drive the new ambulance home. Painted gray to match the other rolling stock of
the firm, and fully equipped, it was immediately put into service.

G. I. Insurance

WALDOBORO

Remodeling and House-Builders
Free Estimate*

SON. Leland Street.
52-tf
DON’T Discard Your Old or
Antique Furniture. Call H. JOHN
NEWMAN for restoring and refinlahing. 48 Masonic Street, Tel.
1106-M.
1-tf
WE BUY Scrap Iron, Metals,
Rags and Batteries.
MORRIS GORDON aad SON

IBft-tf
GENERAL Repair Work. Carpentering and Asphalt Rooting. Ma
son work, chimneys and founda
tions.
Built new or repaired.
WriU. V.
NSCKUCS, Box 4tt»
arTaL

.E.
SMI

UT-tf

NEW and Used Guns Bought and
Sold, all odd ammunition.
Used
furniture bought and sold. Expert
gunsmith.
Repair all makes.
Also. Used TV’s.
CHARLEY’S
GUN SHOP, Highland Square.
Route 1, Rockport. Maine. Tel.
CEdar 6-3955
117-tf
WELL!
WELL!
WELL!
If it is water you need, write
R. W. DRINKWATER. Well Drill
ing Contractor, P. O. Box 135.
Camden. Tel. 2768.
Installment
plan also available, no down pay
ment necessary. Member of New
England aad National Associations.

A.MFKK AN MERCHANTS
MVTI AL INSURANCE tOMPANY
Minneapolis. Minnesota

ASSETS. DEC 31. 1.58
Bonds.
$3,0.016.00
Cash and Bank Deposits. 85.907.40
Agents Balances or Un
collected Premiums.
17.081.06
Other Assets.
114.76
Total Assets.
$483,119.22
IJABILITIE3. SURPLUS AND
OTHER FUNDS. DEC. 31. 1958
Reserve for Losses.
$ 90.389.83
Reserve for Loss Adjust
ment Expenses.
2.585.83
Reserve for Unearned
Premiums.
127.821.99
Reserve for Taxes.
14.071 87
All Other Liabilities.
69.606.38
Total Liabilities.
Special Surplus Funds.
Unassigned Funds
(Surplus).
Surplus as Regards
Policyholders.
Total.

$304,475.90

$100,000.00
58.643.32

$158,643.32
$463,119 22
36-T-42

CLOTHES

SPORT COATS
$10.9S

$14.95

MENS

last
year in
the debate on
Alaska.
This time.
everyone
knew the outcome ahead of time.

SPORT COATS
REG.
$29.50—NOW

MISCELLANEOUS

DRESSMAKING at home wanted.
CESSPOOLS ANO SEPTIC TANKS
Will do altering.
MRS. CARL
Cleaned, repaired and installed.
SBWALL. 11 Knowlton Street.
cleaning
equipment.
___________________________________ 14-tf Automatic
Free
inspection and estimates.
WANTED: Auto Body Tin. Your SANI SEPTIC SERVICE, locally
nearest and best spot to sell your owned and operated. Tel. Camden
scrap
MORRIS GORDON AND CEdar 6-2687____________________ 17-tf

With the aid of x-ray examina*ions in certain patients, radiolo
gists are now better able to judge
he amount of calicum in a child’s
bones. Thus, an under-developed
boy or girl can be given medical
treatment and glow up into a wellformed healthy adult

ECONOMY

A

GUNS W ANTED

Paid From Pension

Veterans holding GI insurance
who are also recipients of pension
Mi. and Mrs. Alton Levensaler or compensation can save money
and time by having their GI inhave returned from Florida.
Dr.
Franklin
Randolph
and
daughtei Margaret Ann will attend Red Cross president, ‘‘would have
the Father and Daughter Banquet been unable to recover from the
personal losses they suffered with
at Fisher College in Boston.
George Holden is a patient at out the help of the contributions,
the Massachusetts General Hospi given by the American people to
the Red Cross in regular cam
tal in Boston.
Mr. and Mrs. George LeRue and paigns as well as special disaster
children of Belfast were calling on appeals.”
The floods, which struck in late
relatives Sunday.
Mrs. Alfred Bliven has returned January and early February, wen
from Chicago where she passed the termed “the worst to strike th*
Mideast States in aimost half a
winter.
‘‘At the height of the
At the regular meeting of the century.”
Lions Club to be held Wednesday, catastrophe.” said General Gruen
Maich 25. they will entertain the ther. “the Red Cross was caring
Waldoboro High School basketball for 26.213 people and operating 82
champions. Ladies’ Night will also emergency shelters throughout the
be observed.
Lawrence Dailey, five affected states.”
“Far too few Americans are
athletic director at Camden High
.School, will be the speaker. Doug aware of how much their Red Cross
lass Parent. King Lion, will be does to alleviate suffering following
disasters like this.” said Mr.
oastmaster.
Haynes. “Besides pi ovid ing food,
clothing and shelter during the
Red Cross Aid To
initial emergency, the Red Cross
gives victims outright gifts of fi
Disaster Victims
nancial aid for t.h* repair and re
building of homes, replacement of
Over
Million
furnishings, nursing and medical
ca:e, and other basic necessities.”
Laurance S. Haynes, chairman of
In Ohio, most severely affected
Knox County Chapter. American
of the five states. 7.863 disasterRed Cross, said here today that the
! stricken families have already re
organization had spent nearly $2.5
ceived nearly $2 million in free
million for disaster relief in the
Red Cross aid. In Pennsylvania.
five states affected by major floods
; gi ants to 1.387 families total
earlier this year.
! $286,755; in Indiana. 612 families
In a report to Mr. Haynes. Gen
have received $112,514 in assist
eral Alfred M. Gruenther. president
ance; in New York. 121 families
of the American Red Cross, said
have been given a total of $44,196;
hat
10.036
families
in Ohio.
and in West Virginia 83 families
Pennsylvania. New York. Indiana,
have been awarded $5,954.
and West Virginia had received
When the organization winds up
outright gifts totaling $2,424,485
j its two months of relief activities
from the organization.
in the five affected states later this
‘‘All of these people,” said the
month, total gifts to flood victims
a'e expected to rise well over
Actually, the problem was not to
$2,500,000.00.
get people to speak for the bill
but
prevent too many from
Oil, Defense And Inflation
speaking and thus delaying the
Last Week. President Eisen
vote. I came to the debate hav
hower announced the establish
ing been well indoctrinated by my
ment of a mandatory program
sixth grade daughter and fifth
limiting the importation of crude
grade son.
After it was over,
oil. residual fuel oils, and petro
laughter Nancy, age 12. asked,
leum products.
The action was
like a
parliamentary
veteran.
not unexpected, but it was disap
“Did they substitute the Senate
pointing to those of us who have
j bill for the House bill?” They
argued long and hard against
; did.
what seems to be an unnecessary,
restrictive
policy
designed
to
benefit an industry which already
enjoys substantial tax benefits
FOR THE NEW LOOK
under the depletion allowance.
SHOP AT
The most immediate concern to
the State of Maine, is the possible
effect of the program on Canadian
moves to build a pipeline from Al
berta to Montreal. If such a pipe
line is constructed, on grounds
FOR MEN AND BOYS
that the United States has cut off
BOYS’
normal markets foi- Canadian oil
in the upper midwest, it will
jeopardize the operation of the
Portland-Montreal pipeline. This
STRIPES
pipeline means a
revenue
of
about $2.5 million to the city of
TO
PLAIDS
Portland and the surrounding ana
every year.
CORDUROYS

land. Tel 379-W
28-39
LITTLE
HOFFSES
Half A Hunilr»d States
WILL give good care to elderly
Building Contractors
people on pension or private in
The debate on Hawaiian state
Tel. 178-11
come in licensed home.
GAR- 50 High Street, Thomaston. Main' hood was historic but an anti
ZARELLI. 45 Granite Street, Tel. Kitchen-Bathroom Tile
Linoleum climax. It had really been won
Rockland 518-M.
13-tf
Foundations - Chimneys

Modern
and
Antique
Guns
bought, sold and traded.
DICK
SMITH. 650 Main Street, Tel. 2099
18-tf

Premiums Can Be

MRS. RENA CROWELL
Correspondent
Main Street, Waldoboro
Tel. TEmple 2-9261

surance premiums deducted from
then monthly pension or compensa
tion checks.
M. L. Stoddard, manager of the
Y'A Center Togus. pointed out that
veterans who arrange to have their
monthly insurance premiums de
ducted in this manner not only save
postage, money order costs and
sundry expense items but also
avoid the possibility of a lapse in
their insurance. It is impossible to
“forget” to pay an insurance pre
mium if deductions for premiums
are authorized beforehand.
Mr. Stoddard urged veterans
with questions on any phase of their
insurance program to contact the
nearest VA contact representative
or to write to the VA District Office
administering the policy, giving the
policy number.

$19.88

100% Cotton Dress Shirts
Drip Dry...No Ironing

BOYS’

DRESS PANTS
$2.98 - $3.95
to $6.95

BOYS' JACKETS
LINED - ALL SIZES

$2-9«
SMART

MEN'S JACKETS
Light Lining—Reg. $6.95

$4.95
ROCKLAND

MENS

Campus makes white shirts the way a man likes them!
Try these for fit...and comfort.

DRESS SLACKS
$3.99, $4.98, $5.95
and up to $12.95

• Smooth, full bodied wash ’n’wear cotton resists wrinkles.
• New convertible cuffs can be worn 2 ways., .buttoned
or as French cuffs with links.
• Permanent sewn-in stays keep collars neat.

ECONOMY

RLAC’K - NAVY - WHEAT

ECONOMY
CLOTHES

w Campus

Clothes Shop
.

435 MAI N 51

Ik ROCKLAND

z

SIZES 14 to 17

$2.95

ECONOMY CLOTHES SHOP
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Some of the recent real estate
transactions through the Charier
Jillson Agency are the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Yattaw of
South Hope to Mr. and Mrs. Don
aid M. Frye of Glen Cove; th»
home of Mr. and Mrs. James
Pease. 351 Broadway to Mr. am’
Mrs. William Lucas of Rockland
the home of Leslie Dow
27
Broadway to Mr. and Mrs. John
Blethen; home of Mr. and Mrs
Theodore E. Davis. 255 Camden
street to Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
Avers
of
Massachusetts;
the
home of Miss Mildred Waldron
97 Union street to Mrs. Amy Still
man of Rockland.

Christmas At Sea
By Tenants Harbor
Resident

Mrs. Luke Davis formerly of
Rockland, has returned to her
home in Framingham after a
cruise to Bermuda.

PILLSBURY 50 YEARS A MASON
-

By Meta L. Holley
ot Tenants Harbor

On Decembt
I sailed from
N w York aboard the SS Indtpend•nee as a telephone operator for
;h- American Export Lines.
On December 11 we arrived at
Casablanca. Morocco, one of North
Africa's most important ports and
The Fidelis Class will meet Wed
commercial centers. A motor trip
nesday at 7.30 at the Littlefield
took us to the European and native
Memorial
Baptist
Church.
A
quarters, the Place de France. New
film. "A Little Child Shall Lead
The Business and Professional Medina. government center and
Them" will be shown. Hostesses
are Mrs. Joyce Jura, Mrs. Shirley Women will meet for a program town hall - Anfa Hill, scene of the
Jackson. Mrs. Norma Dorman and meeting Wednesday at the Farns Casablanca Conference during the
worth Museum at 7.30 Sidney L. 1 second World War.
Mrs. Margaret Dorman.
Then we saw the "Robot”, once
Cullen will be guest speaker. His i
Miss
Ellen
Mullaney.
stale subject. "The People's Right To # great Moorish stronghold, and the
president of the Maine Federation Know", will be in correlation with j home of the Sultans. Then a visit
of Business and Professional Wo j the legislation committee of which to the Hassen Tower for a view of
ruined ‘‘Hassan Grand Masque”,
rn, n’s Club and Mrs. Ethel Ferry Mis. Cullen is chairman.
destroyed by eaithquake in 1755.
of the Newport Club, were at a
Next we sailed foi Barcelona, the
Edwin Libby Relief Corps will :
The FEW Class will meet Thurs 1 planning meeting for the annual
day evening at the home of Mrs. spring board meeting which will meet for a 6 o’clock supper meet second largest city in Spain. Here
Marjorie
Boucher,
7
Granite be held at the Thorndike Hotel on ing Thursday night at the GAR the sights included the Columbus
Vice President Mrs. Eliza Monument and many beautiful
street. This meeting will be a April 5. Sunday afternoon at the Hall.
paiks. the cathedral, the famous
Bible study.
home of Mrs. Joyce Champlin. beth Vinal will conduct the meet
Kumblas. and a permanent exhibit
Others present to assist in pre- ing.
of Spanish arts and crafts.
Mis. Barbara
Rockland Lady Lions will meef ! pa rations were:
We also saw the Monastery of
Beta Sigma Phi will hold a mode1
Miss
Lucille Connon,
Wednesday for an 8 o'clock ses i Griffith.
Montserrat, one of the oldest and
Mis.
Margaret
Winchenbaugh meeting Thursday evening at the
sion at the Chestnut street horn
most celebrated in Spain. It is as
Mrs. Leota Cuthbertson. Miss Eva home of Mrs. Harold Look. Jr.,
of Mrs. Richard Fowler.
Th
sociated with the legend of the
at
8
o
’
clock.
The
cultural
program,
Rogers
and
Mrs.
Clara
Nason.
evening will be dexoted to mak
‘‘Drama’’, will be presented by •Holy Grail" and is the scene of
ing May Baskets which will b
Wagner's opera. "Parsifal”.
used foi1 public sale.
The new
The MacDonald Class will meet Mrs. Galen LaGassey. Mis. Frank
Polma. Mallorca, was our next
Assisting
Queen Lioness. Mrs. Clyde Pease ! Thursday night at the home of Mace and Mrs. Look.
stop, the principal city in the Bal
will conduct her first meetin
Mrs. Jeanne Bohanan for a work hostessees are Mrs. Alton Cole
earic Islands, a group of 16 islands
Assisting hostesses are Mis. Ray meeting.
Assisting hostess are Mrs. Frederick Newcomb and Mrs.
lying off the eastern coast of Spain,
Fiona
Id
Cantata.
mond
Fogarty,
Mrs.
Rober. Mrs. Susan Hadlock. Mrs. Elizapolma, on the island of Mallorca.
Uzzell, Mrs. Wendt 11 Hadlock air 1 beth Phinney, Mrs. Frances Philbeen a populai resort for
The COP Club w.ill meet Wednes
Mrs. Robert Chisholm
i brook and Mrs. Bessie Corey.
The climate is ideal and
day evening at 7.30 at the home of years.
An
Mrs. Ruth Benner. 96 South Main the scenery hard to match.
island drive was enjoyed, then a
Street.
v'sit to Valldemosa. Here the cells
Zonta Club of Rockland Area will occupied by Chopin, together with
meet at the Thorndike Hotel tonight some of the composer’s possessions
foi dinner at 6.30 to be followed by , wete seen. In the court yard of
their March business meeting. Viv an adjoining palace a program of
ian Whittier, president, will pre Mallorca folk dancing was present
side, at which time final plans foi edPalermo, the principal city of
the hobby and antique show will be j
discussed.
Rockland
attorney Sicily, was next and a visit to near
Domenic
Cuccinello.
Rockland by Monreale. the Royal Mountain
ind Palatine Chapel, noteworthy
Municipal Court recorder, will I
Tel. 2190
18 School Street
Rockland, Maine
for its marvelous gold mosaics, the
the speaker for the evening.
23-T4S-tf
CaPUch ne Catacombs, the ruins
Slow Down And Live!
and gardens of the Church of St.
John of the Hermits. At Monreale,
another splendid cathedral dating
c: om No: man times and an ancient
Benedictine Cloister were visited.
Palermo was originally a Phoeni
cian Colony, then passed succes
sively to the Carthaginians, the Ro
mans. the Arabs, and the Normans.
Most of the buildings combine
We welcome spring with heavenly fashions
Arabic and Norman styles of archi
tecture and decorations.
. . . trend-setting suits, coats, dresses
On to Naples and a tour to Pom
peii and a visit to the remains of
and costumes that sum up all the news of
•he once thriving commercial city
and site of the Villas of Roman
the season!
Nobility. You walk down the roads
of the i eh and see in the museum,
perfectly preserved food that was
to bt eaten when the city was
bin icd under molten lava in the
year of 79 A. D. At a distance
For twice,
Mount V esuvius sits as a menacing
reminder of the terrible tragedy.
or three times,
Then on to Cannes. France, a
motor trip to Monte Carlo, then a
the fashion,
visit to the splendid Palace of the
choose a costume
Prince of Monaco and the famous
Casino.
Returning through the
for Easter . . .
beautiful i •sort city of Nice to
Cannes in time for dinner on
see how
board.
The last port before depart, ng
very versatile,
foi the Unit cd Si ates w as Funchal,
Mad i in .
i
Portuguese
island,
how lovely
famou for ts lovely linen and embroideries, laces and wines,
And
costumes can be.
if one relishes the unusual one may
slide down the mountain in a sled
basket all the way to Pomba.l Station in the heart of Funchal, This
is an experience only to be had
in Madeira.
For those who have never seen
Gibraltar it is a beautiful sight
EMPIRE LOOK
with its houses hugging the base of
the lock, whose shape is familar to
COSTUME
all, as the famous trademark of
the Prudential Insurance Company.
Bow-trimmed princess
From there on to New York and
line bouffant topped
a real Christmas at sea. Each pub
lic and private room aboard ship
by o boxy little jacket
had its traditional Christmas tree,
presents and all the trimmings of a
with print lining and
gala Christmas at home.
collar.
Cf -w
members were allowed
special privileges such as partying
and holding open house ourselves.
Oui loung i was beautifully decora
ted with a huge tree and all the
trimmings. tape recordings of the
famous Christmas carols, and re
ligious sci vices were open to all

Eleven young women from the
MacDonald Class of the First
Baptist Church finished the stand
ard course in first aid recently
with Mrs. Minerva Small as in
structor.
Those who completed
the course were: Mrs. Millicent
Rackliffe. Mrs. Marion Goss. M*s.
Mabel McKusic. Mrs. Marjorie
Argyle. Mrs. Marjorie Bickmore.
Mrs.
Barbara
Wooster.
Mrs.
Leona Wooster. Mrs. Fannie Cope
land. Mrs. Bathei M N< a y Mrs
Madge Fifield and Mrs. Blanche
Gardner.
Following the exams,
refreshments were served and th
class presented Mrs. Small with
a gift.

TuMday-Tfcunday-Saturdo)

MONEY FOR HOMES

TO BUY-BUILD-IMPROVE-REPAIR
Easy Monthly Payments

Rockland Loan & Building Association

Senter-Crane's

$17.95

$14.98

Photo by Shear
Allie O. Pillsbury, shown right in the picture, receives a medal for
a halt a century of membership in Amity bodge of Masons from John
W. H. Felton, left, past district deputy grand master, during ceremonies
Friday night in Camden. Mr. Pillsbury , who received his Entered
Apprentice Degree Jan. 8. 1969. is the oldest living past master of
Amity Lodge. He is also past high priest of the Kevstone Chapter of
Royal Arch .Masons and past commander of the Camden Coinmandery.

in the huge auditorium. A luscious
Christmas dinner was seived.
A little about the crews' life on
board. We art given as much time
ashore as possible with time being
divided between
the operators.
Some have seen the sights many
times and are not interested to see
them over and over, therefore the
new girls are given more time off.
which is made up later. We may
join any shore tour that is arranged
for the passengers by Thomas Cook
and Son, therefore we get to see
all the important sights or we may
get up our own party and hire a
taxi, the fee is very small.
Our quarters are ample, with a
beautiful reception lounge, equipped
with all modern lighting and furni
ture. We have deck space where
we enjoy the outside and the
ocean. I sailed on the Independ
ence in 1952 and most of the girls
that were with me then were still
theie and some had been aboard
for years before that date.

Vinalhaven Man
Wed In New York
The marriage of Miss Sarah
Louise Smith, daughter of Mr. and

Life Lines
By Colonel Ralph T. Miller of
The Salvation Army

TI MBI.IV TUMBLEWEEDS

"Tumblin’ tumbleweeds." that
is the name of one of our most
loved western songs.
Did you
ever see a tumbleweed?
You
have if you have ever travelled
across the desert.
A tumbleweed is a desert plant
with bushy foliage, which has ■«
very slender and fragile stem
Whenever there is a high wind,
this stem is broken, and the
tumbleweed, spherical in shap\
is blown across the desert, at the
mercy of the wind. Sometimes
tumbleweed will roll over and
over for many miles, until it
lodges against some rock or tree.
Then when the wind changes, it
will blow back in the other direc
tion.
Unfortunately, we have known
many people like that. With no
deep roots, they are at the mercy
of every wind that blows.
But wherever the tumbleweed
grows (and blows) there is to be
found another type of plant. It
lives in the same desert, but how
different!
Growing beside the tumbleweed,
you can find Cacti and Joshua
Trees.
They live in the same
sand, they have the same food
and moisture. But no gale, how
ever strong, is able to budge
them. For they have sent down
deep roots which
hold them

Mrs. Favoi R. Smith of Lake
Placid, N. Y., and Mark Warner.
Ensign. USNR. son of Mrs. Eliza
beth Parsons Warner of Boston and
Vinalhaven and William Warner of
Venezuela, was celebrated on Sat
urday, March 21, at St. Eustace
Episcopal Church.
Rev. Samuel
Arthui-Davies officiated.
The bride was given in marriage
by her father, Favor R. Smith. Her
matron of honor was her sister.
Mrs. Philip G. Dawson. Jr., of
Cleveland, Ohio. Flower girls were
the Misses Sarah and Carol Sinnott. nieces of the bride.
The best man was Lt. (j. g.) Bar
clay Robinson of Avon. Conn., a
cousin of the bridegroom. Ushers
were: Favor Smith, Jr., Philip G.
Dawson. Jr.. Ensign Allan Bond
and Ensign David Hayes.
The bride wore a traditional
gown of illusion tulle and alceon
lace and carried a white prayer
book with a bride's bouquet. The
matron of honor was gowned in
powder blue chiffon and carried a
pink corsage. White gladioli deco
rated the altar.
Following the ceremony, a re
ception was held at the St. Moritz
Hotel.
Mrs. Warner graduated from the
Lake Placid Central School and the
University of Colorado.
Ensign
Warner graduated from Cambridge
School and Colorado College.
The couple will make their home
temporarily at Jacksonville. Fla.,
where Ensign Warner will be sta
tioned for training in the Naval Air
Observation Program.

Littlefield Church
Host To Session
Hears Myers On
Dial Phone Service Of Baptist Men

Educational Club

On Friday, the Women’s Educa

The March meeting of the Lin

tional Club met in the Farnsworth
Museum for an- afternoon session.
At the business meeting Mrs Lil
lian Harrison was welcomed into
club membership.
Mrs. Bertha Young entertained
the members with two piano solos.
‘‘The Army and Navy March” and
‘‘ Harbor Lights”. Mrs. Effie Dyer
recited "The Alice Marr” and the
"Price of Fish".
Mrs. Jennie
Pietroski sang two beautiful solos.
"Galway Bay” and ‘It Ls No Secret
What God Can Do”, accompanied
at the piano by Mrs. Effie Coffey.
The afternoon speaker, Reginald
Myers of the telephone office, was
introduced hy the program chair
man. Mrs. Emma Bradstreet. Mr.
Myers spoke first of the passing
of John M. Richardson, editor and
publisher of The Courier-Gazette.
Mr. Richardson’s death came as a
great shock to all.
Mr. Myers explained the dial
system in an informative way and
stated the dial system is with us
to stay. On May 3rd at 3 a. m..
the cable connecting the old build
ing with the new will be cut and the
system will be used for the first
time. Why so early? This is the
quietest time. then, the beginnings
of this great enterprise can go on
with the least interruption. Before
a community can be converted to
dial in which a million dollars is in
volved. many things are to be con
sidered such as: a site to be chosen
for the new building, elaborate
equipment collected, new operators,
new wiring, cables, mechanization
installing new dial. etc. The new
building alone was erected at a
cost of $275,000 and in the building
100 employees will perform on a
dial basis. Dial instruction will be
mailed to the public around April
28.
Orett Robinson displayed colored
slides at the conclusion of Mr.
Myers’ address. These were on a
recent trip to Europe and covered
an extensive territory from Ireland
down the coast of France, Portu-

coln Council of American Baptist
Men was held at the Littlefield
Baptist Church Saturday.
Supper was served by the Ladies*
Aid of the local church.
Business meeting was called to
order by the president. Laurence
Perry, and the reports were read
by the secretary. Harry P. Chase.
Worship service was conducted
by the laymen of the host church.
Those taking part were: Law
rence Pease. Perley Bartlett. Ed
ward Newhall and Carroll M. Wixson.
Rev. Harold Haskell was at the
piano for the song service.
Spe
cial music was by a quartet con
sisting of Arthur Bromley, William
Dorman, Rev. Howard Welch and
Ronald Lord, accompanied by Mrs.
Annie Dorman.
The guest speaker was Rev.
Lewis Brown. American Baptist
missionary home on leave from the
Belgian Congo, who told of his
work among the natives.
Sixty-one laymen were present
from Rockport, Camden, Thomas
ton. St. George, Martinsville. Ten
ants Harbor, Warren, Port Clyde
and Rockland.
The next meeting will be April
25th at Morrill.

Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette

j The first school built and wholly
' supported by public taxation was
'constructed at Dedham. Mass., in
1644, The
reports.
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In Fashion ... The Pretty Look ...

o-

The Feminine Look ... The Look
1

You'll Love for Spring, Into Summer

IN HARMONY WITH YOUR LIFE
ARE OUR
DRESS and JACKET,
I

I

COAT

DRESS and
DUETS

There's no end to the virtues of
our Wonderful Little Coats. Now
they're right in the fashion lime
light . . . They're pretty to look
ot . . . and they're perfect for
Spring or Summer wear.
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Look Your Best In the Easter Parade!
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16 SCHOOL ST.

TEL. 541

ROCKLAND, ME.
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Easter eggs are all right
for the kids-but every woman
prefers stockings!
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BARGAIN ATTIC
"WHERE VALUES REIGN SUPREME"
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Ask About Senter-Crane's

ALL SIZES!
Jr. Miss, Misses and Half Sizes.

Embroidered applique

Budget Account
YOU CAN HAVE
1.

The Prestige of Sentcr-Crane’s ('liarge Card.
You have an established credit rating
You can say "Charge it please."

on bodice dresses up
this drip-dry, cotton J

shirtdress.

$10.98
2.

... or to MEDIUM or LIGHT
/|\ support when playing or relaxing
XLz. . . . adjusts to those periodic
changes in your figure.

Greater Convenience.

More convenient than any budget plan you've
ever used
Your Senter-Cianv Charge Card
is good as ready cash, yet keeps you within
your budget

3.

lets you adjust your Camp for
FIRM support as needed
while working

Easier Budgeting.

Because you know just how much you have
to pay monthly «an amount you. yourself have
previously detei mined*.
You know where
voui budget stand.-

ICKNTIPIC FOUNDATIONS

Senter-Crane's
STORE HOURS: I to I FRIDAYS Til 9.

Senter-Crane's
STORE HOURS:
J to 5 - FRIDAYS ’TIL

9

3.98

5.55

> \

Sheer, sheer

Berkshire stockings
Here’s an Easter gift that’s sure to be
appreciated! Lovely, sheer Berkshire
stockings.

Berkshire stockings come with a
written guarantee! No runs frran top or
toe will enter the sheer leg area—or

Beautiful Crystal Acetate,
Cupioni, Wash and Wear,
Broadcloth and Crepes
In Navy, Pastels, Prints
and Florals.

you get a new pair free!
Ask to see Berkshire’s glamorous
Carnival of Stocking Colors. All the
girls Zoue them!

Shop Early
For a Good Selection

Priced $1.35 - $1 JO

Senter-Crane’s
STORE HOl'RS: I to 5.

FRIDAYS 'TIL 9.

Council

Easter Parade Fashions

steady.
Each one has a "tap
root.” one long slender root reach
ing down to the water table, per
haps 50 feet below the surface.
From this tap root, the plant
draws moisture to enable it to
survive the longest drought.
Which are you. a tumbleweed or
a Joshua Tree? Are you at the
mercy of every wind that blows,
or docs your life find sustenance
and life from deep roots? Religi
ous faith spells the difference.

The oldest bank in the country
was founded in 1780 to raise funds
to supply food for the American
army.
Today, it is still going
strong, using seven electronic machines to streamline their bookkeeping system.

gal. up the coast to Spain around
to Italy, up into Fiance and
Paris w’here Mi. Robinson pur
chased a car and continued into
Switzerland and other countries in
a more leisurely way, returning to
Paris and then home.
The trip
covered a period of 10 w’eeks.

Senter-Crane’s
STOKE HOURS: • to i. FRIDAYS TTL «.
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